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The Gold Trails

Thank you Aristotle!

A fine work that's worth a long study, my friend.

ALL:

Many writers today offer nothing less than a philippic discourse about the flaws in

today's fiat systems. Always looking backwards, they are lost to grasp how what was

considered "hard money policies then",,, "eventually failed then",,, as these same

interacted within the economy. Truly, a hard financial structure trying to blend with a

soft, flexible "human nature". In a larger degree, how much more could it not work

in today's modern world. Once implemented today, these same policies would again

"crash and burn" in response to the demands from "real people" living a "real life ".

Aristotle, your five part series is trechantly written and offers readers a glimpse into

a future that must be. Will be!

My thoughts on a deep subject:

If the modern banking system has mislead us at all, it mislead by supporting a view

that our wealth, our things, were not money. They implied that "paper settlement

money" was our real wealth and only it could be as such. Truly, as we walk and

breathe, human's things have always existed as both money and wealth. Side by

side by side they walked with us in our financial life, in both modern and past

context. Yet, in our modern "Western World" of thought, the largest portion of one's

personal asset holdings now reside in the form of "paper money". Worse, the

majority in it's "contract derivatives" forms. Gold included.

No longer do we hold our greatest portions in real forms that transcends the peaks

and valleys of fiat money value ,,,, a variable fiat money system that our

"changeable nature" demands. No, we option to ignore the true purpose of this paper

money system and cast the entirety of our resources into it. Never stopping to

understand that this money is but an "economic need" "to process a trade". Not an

"economic product" and therefore wealth itself.

Through out recent time, fiat money has responded well to human nature, flowing

like a river as it expands and contracts to our wants and desires to buy and sell

things. From drought to flood it is the channel of our trading system, as it moved the

"end product water" that flows within it's wide banks.

Today we use the remains of this dying "dollar settlement system". It continues a

natural death, as society struggles to use a currency that can no longer represent

our financial structure. A changing structure in a world that marches on. The dollar's

debt load has aged it and brought it to the end of it's time line.

Only today, the end of this "time line" will find many holding their wealth in this

same system, for a purpose it should never have been intended to perform. That

being, to represent one's life long accumulation of real wealth as their money wealth

things. Most will understand the impact of this well after the fact as we are indeed in



transition to yet another paper system. One we must have, requested and will use.

Just as everyone used the old one to their own private advantage, we will indeed

grasp the next one. Just as you point out Aristotle, fiat exists more so because it

does "what societies economic function wants", not because it's a function of "what

society is forced to do"! Still, some will bark against this in a effort to stop people

from following human destiny. Fortunately, relative to our lifetimes the world evolves

quickly, with or without our agreement.

In this period however, we will return back in time much further than many can see.

This time gold will be pulled away from it's strained attachment with "fiat contracts

of currency" and again take it's place as the ages old "wealth money holding" it

always was. It will occupy it's rightful place on the shelf with all our other "wealth

things". And here it will, "for the first time in modern context" show it's true value in

relation to modern paper settlement money. A value no one today will believe!

Should one risk financial assets based on this series (Aristotle's) alone? Never! On

the contrary, no one should believe what he has written. Rather, we as a society

should "study" his fine work and seek to understand it's meaning. Once fully

understood, I think most would then agree with it's inevitable outcome. Indeed, a

"free gold market", based only on physical holdings would impact the world economic

system unlike anything seen before it. And Yes, it's impact on the relative value of

gold will make that metal the monetary wealth investment for the next thousand

years!

This my friends is why so many today, "Walk In The Footsteps Of Giants". They walk

a trail that takes them further and further from derivatives of gold and the present

currency it's (gold) priced in.

From Yesterday, through Today and onward into Tomorrow" ,,,,, we say buy Physical

Gold for your future ,,,,,,, doing so will write your personal history in the palm of

your hand!

"Soon, we will all hike the "Gold Trails" and see all there is to see ,,,,,,, over the

mountains and through the valleys ,,,,,,, across rivers and plains ,,,, looking near

and far as we stop along the way ,,,,,,, Truly, we will view the value of gold as

modern mankind has never seen it before ,,,,, join in, it will be a journey in life,

that's well worth taking.

thank you again Aristotle ,,, Trail Guide

Note to all: please study these fine works
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It begins! -----* Executive Summary--an Outline of Observations *----The harsh slap of reality and the soothing touch of Gold:

*** Any monetary system that attempts to coin gold, or otherwise use gold as



currency will naturally give rise to banks--for security and quality assurance, if for no

other reason.

*** History reveals time and time again that this seemingly "perfect" gold-only

system naturally evolves into fractional-reserve lending because it is what the people

want.

((People want to consume or to own now that which they have not yet saved enough

to purchase outright. They are willing to mortgage their future productivity in order

to have their house today--they seek sources of loans. Meanwhile, those that already

have a quantity of money are seen to seek a source of income from their

wealth...and banks come to be actively sought and employed by both sides to act as

the middleman.))

*** While lending depositors' money, the efficiency of banking to reallocate fungible

funds allows many people to behave as though they all are owners of (have access

to) the same original money on deposit.

((The bank uses its available, unlent funds to satisfy any depositors' requests for

withdrawals rather than reminding them that the funds are temporarily unavailable-because in order to earn interest, the bank lent the money out, as per their

agreement.))

*** The artificial increase in the money supply erodes its per-unit purchasing power.

*** A growing economy (complete with rising prices from a "softer" currency) raises

the customers' demands upon the banker's art of money creation, widening the gulf

between here and reality...between the vast amount of banking credit and the small

original amount of real wealth-money upon which it was all built.

*** Because coin and bank-credit circulate as equivalent, interchangeable currency,

the value the currency-unit regardless of form (Gold coin or paper) falls in accord

with the growing supply of bank-credit.

((The many accounts filled with bank-credit "money" gives rise to the wealth-effect

built upon the perception of abundant funds. This pressures prices and puts the

effective purchasing power of the currency-unit severely out of balance with the

proper and natural purchasing power that should otherwise be enjoyed separately by

the small quantity of real Gold on hand. In practice, this renders the metal used in

the under-valued coins into little more than an artifact of "the good ol' days when

things were cheaper."))

*** When the value of the coin comes to be viewed as a simple representation of the

abundant currency and fails to reflect the value of its metal, it might as well be made

out of anything at that point.

((If a paper dollar can circulate at par with a gold dollar, and the purchasing power

of both is dictated by the supply of paper dollars, then why incur the expense of

minting coins out of Gold? If simple durability is desired, then copper or nickel would

certainly be capable to represent the currency's value every bit as well as the paper

does. Therefore, avoiding the expense of Gold in the production of currency for

circulation would easily be seen to be an act of prudence, whether the value involved

is 1¢ or 100 dollars.))

*** The concept of money gradually loses its original meaning and its ties to real

wealth; it comes to be built upon the thin ice of confidence and good loan

performance of the banking system.



*** Fixed gold convertibility of the currency on account looms large as a threat to

the banking system.

((Keep in mind that it is through natural human activity that banking evolves into an

important system for much of society, built by a population that has come to depend

heavily upon it. Therefore, a stage will always arrive in which the fixed Gold

convertibility of the circulating currency will be purposefully abandoned. It is done to

preserve "lifestyle as we know it" in the eyes of those people living at such a stage in

a currency time line.))

*** What then is the role for Gold? Gold qualifies as the only TRUE money. Among

the many national currencies, only Gold fills the three important monetary criteria:

store of value; medium of exchange; and unit of account. Gold, therefore, remains

the ultimate king of them all and subject to none...as long as it isn't attached in any

official capacity to the fate or fortune of any one of them. Therefore, the monetary

system architecture must be such that Governments find no temptation; they are

unable to derive any benefit to their own situation through any efforts to "keep a lid"

on Gold.

*** Gold must be set free to float, seeking its proper value among the world of

circulating currencies; preserved as a unique currency that may NOT be lent

(because lending effectively causes a perceived increase in its supply and decrease in

its purchasing power, as outlined above.) Gold must only be bought and sold

outright, and must remain free of the attachments of any and all financial

derivatives.

*** All people, regardless of nationality, must be free to exchange their national

currency for Gold at prices established by an open physical Gold market.

((As I've said before, any system in which a person is denied the liberty to own Gold

as a form of savings is both financially and morally bankrupt.))

How will this work, you ask?

*** Gresham's law predicts that the world's supreme currency, Gold, will not actually

circulate in the conventional sense. Gold will be saved (and will appreciate in value

without lending/leasing it out for interest,) while national fiat currencies will circulate

under the needs of the economy. It is these national fiat currencies that will continue

to satisfy the demand of borrowers for loans. National fiat currencies will also serve

as the means to satisfy the various governments' unrestrainable inclinations to

"manage" their economies to the extent that they are able. They, too, will hold Gold

in savings (reserves) for the same reason we do.

The supporting chapters are to follow in this commentary--"Building the Perfect

System by Capitalizing on Gresham's Law"

Aristotle
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Building the Perfect System by Capitalizing on Gresham's Law

At first cut, people fall into one of two categories: 1) those who recognize the value

of an honest monetary system built upon Gold, and 2) those who have not yet given

any serious thought to the matter. Proceeding with the small but special population

that belong to the first category, my own experience has revealed them to be

inclined toward idealism. Good people, to be sure--I wish we were all that way! But

while their general awareness of what makes for a more perfect world should be

providing them with fuel for an enjoyable life, instead, this level of idealism often



blinds many of them to any shades of gray--and there is little comfort living in a

strictly black-or-white world. I write this with hope in the off-chance that it may help

provide a source of comfort to this small group of idealists, offering them some

subtle shades of gray that won't completely undermine their idealistic integrity.

While reaching out to my idealistic friends, I also hope to present a "roadmap of

thought" for that larger, all-important population which falls into the second category

mentioned above --those that have not tapped into a more thoughtful, enjoyable life

which I have seen to be the general hallmark of my few Gold-minded friends (the

ones who have themselves avoided the extremist idealistic trappings.) Why do I call

this second category the "all-important" population? Because the Many do indeed

dictate the terms under which the Few must also live. I must, therefore, grudgingly

devote sufficient attention in this commentary to ensure some of the idealistic

readers can see this important "shade of gray" regarding majority rule. It is my hope

that they will then be prepared to pragmatically accept the terms/constraints under

which this *perfect monetary system* must be designed.

In this commentary I shall attempt to clearly lay out what I feel this "perfect"

monetary system to be--the perfect system for a consistently imperfect world, that

is. I am not so bold as to think that the world of human ambition and disposition is

something that can be altered to suit the perfection of our preferred (Gold coin)

currency's characteristics--especially the limitations (fiscal austerity) it imposes on

its users, the population at large. I therefore resolve myself (and hope you do, also)

to the humble thought that our currency system as a whole might be artfully

developed into a state of harmony with the world in which we do live. The present

system, and all failures before it, have been as square pegs in round holes. With the

system to be described, I hope to avoid any system that lends itself to the repetition

of past abuses and failures.

The Stage Has Been Set; Let the Play Begin...

Those familiar with the popular discussions of monetary thought will recognize the

common plea of the idealistic Gold advocate: calling for a return to a 100% fully

"backed" and convertible Gold standard currency system. (As if that were somehow

the magic pill to cure all that ails us.) The solution is not so simple, and to believe so

is tragically naive black-and-white thought. For confirmation of this, look to our past

where you will surely see a familiar world, populated with people that were

motivated by the same thoughts that motivate us today. In "their" world

(fundamentally the same as ours) we have already had a convertible Gold Standard,

but, in fact, history reveals that it did not work. Or maybe more correctly stated,

modern times reveal that it did not SURVIVE. To be sure, any conceivable system

might be seen to work well for a limited span of time--and indeed, history paints a

vivid landscape populated by many currency creatures of various lifespans--but true

success is determined by who remains to answer the daily roll call. HOWEVER, from

where we sit we can gain important wisdom in the observation that, despite the

overthrow of the Gold Standard regime, Gold remains an unparalleled reserve asset;

carefully weighed, numbered, cataloged, and stacked, resting well-guarded within

central bank vaults throughout the world--unmatched in financial staying power even

as all else fails.

Having acknowledged this history, there is no point in rashly calling for us to repeat

the mistakes of our past. The problems that killed a fully-convertible Gold Standard

back then are still with us today. But take heart. The problem was not with the Gold



itself. The problem was with the Gold Standard's fit with the prevailing

banking/financial "System." If we objectively face the cold hard reality, we realize

that we can't very well live with the lack of either one. But paradoxically, history

shows us that the two cannot sustainably coexist--at least not under the various

system-designs tried in the past. In my usage here, the "System" refers simply to

the dynamic interaction between a currency and its users within the context of

evolving economic demands for development, commerce, and banking. (Even to the

extent of self-destruction, the System is notoriously good at giving the people what

they want.) It is the subtle changes to that system that I hope to spell out, revealing

not only how Gold can survive society's preference for the current self-serving

System, but also how the System can tolerate/survive the discipline of Gold. In fact,

the diametrically-opposed System will not only survive in the face of Gold, but will

actually be made more functionally viable by Gold.

Now that you see what we are in for, it seems appropriate to launch my endeavor

with this quote from John Kenneth Galbraith: "Most things in life--automobiles,

mistresses, cancer--are important only to those who have them. Money, in contrast,

is equally important to those who have it and those who don't. Both, accordingly,

have a concern for understanding it. Both should proceed in the full confidence that

they can." It is in the spirit of that assurance that the playing field has been made

level for a such a Little Leaguer like myself that I shall embark on this attempt at

passing along my own view of the monetary system. We are told above that

everyone should share a common concern for understanding it. Actual experience

reveals that few people can muster a basic tolerance for any meaningful dialog on

the subject (money.) To be sure, they can be seen to talk at great length on the

various schemes for making more of it, but not a word is to be had on the design of

it. For that reason, I am thankful that USAGOLD provides this dedicated roundtable

of guests to serve where the general population fails to pursue this line of monetary

discussion.

Before I go further, I must confess that the map I see before me for the proper

delivery of this presentation reveals a path I nearly fear to tread. (Although this view

may not match theirs precisely, I have been encouraged to see that some of these

same thoughts have also been touched on by PH in LA, FOA, Solomon Weaver,

Journeyman, and ORO, to name a few that come to mind. They are seeing the

shades of gray.) As I've already hinted, it will likely go against the grain of thought

among the staunchest of Gold advocates. But hopefully my long pro-Gold track

record will buy me their indulgence as required to read and absorb the thoughts

contained in this post with some remnants of objectivity rather than outright

dismissal. Herein lies the thorn: for the reader to have any hope of finding merit in

this commentary, he must admit--even if only temporarily--that fiat ("paper")

currency (i.e. dollar, euro, peso, yen, etc.) is not "completely worthless"...regardless

of the enduring popularity of that notion among Goldhearts. Please bear with me;

I'm sure you'll like the ending--even if you've already decided that you don't like this

ominous beginning.

It doesn't matter who I am, but...

A brief introduction may be called-for to help you to better understand my position,

and thereby evaluate whether or not my own thinking behind this commentary is

clouded beyond the best attempt on my part at objectivity. So, who is Aristotle? You

will know me better for my actions than from any other detail. I seek to recognize

both the benefits and the failings of our existing monetary system, and strive to live



life for full enjoyment in accordance with each. As such, you should be made aware

that I already live "in tune" with what I am about to describe as the perfect financial

system within an imperfect world.

I fully realize that I live in a world of fiat currency. Specifically, mine is a fiat dollar

world, though not by my individual choice. It's what the majority wanted and

dictated, and it's beyond any of us to deny its existence and credibility. Recognize

that, and recognize also its failings, and you are poised to enjoy the best life you can

possibly muster. Fail to recognize either side in this day and age, and you are either

shorting yourself now (by somehow feeling miserable that paper dollars actually

work,) or you will be shorted later (by the inevitable rude discovery that paper

dollars weren't quite as good as Gold after all.) I comfortably walk the line of this

understanding that dollars work for a purpose, but are not as good as Gold.

I live and work in the real world of fiat currency--there is no point in trying to be

circumventive about it. As I work I am paid by others with fiat currency, and I quite

happily pay my own bills with fiat currency. I manage my expenses responsibly, and

so there is always some fiat currency left over at the end of each month. This I

exchange for Gold without fail--to serve as my savings for a later time. No doubt this

arrangement will appeal to you in equal measure with your understanding that Gold

is the ultimate money; with your sense that it won't/can't be manipulated into

extinction; and with your appreciation for the notion that a person, on average, can

produce over a lifetime more than he consumes. That final element should also hold

true for a group of people (such as a nation,) and no magic of accounting can alter

that long-term necessity. Establishing a reliable "accountant" for your life's period of

productivity should be enough for any honest person, and Gold serves that role

better than any other. I believe those who share this view are among the fortunate

few that are ahead of their time--even as the world is rushing to catch up. This will

be clearer in time as I explain.

Greed is the one trait that would preclude the successful enjoyment of this present

position--a position one step ahead of the following financial evolution. It is a trait

that I thankfully find myself lacking--perhaps due to deficiency of imagination. Greed

(and arrogance too, I suppose) would entice one to attempt to capitalize on

investment leverage and timing of the markets to maximize their gains for the

precise day that the world awakens to a new reality. I am far too dull-witted to know

the unknowable, so such a strategy of leverage and market timing is prone to unfold

as a spectacular failure. Also, I find life to be full enough without the added burden

of losing sleep at night worried about such risky investments. Only through the

virtue of patience in the understanding that we are for this historically brief time one

step ahead of the world will we find in the end that we are among the few who

participate in the rewards of a world that suddenly wants to be where we already

are. Hopefully this doesn't strike you as the rantings of an irrational star gazer, so

with that view of the author let's now move on to the heart of the matter.

Up next: A Test of Your Monetary Maturity...

Aristotle
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Part Three -- A Test of Your Monetary Maturity

The vagaries of the economic process in the real world make it infeasible to give this

matter a comprehensive treatment in this format (nor would I be mentally capable!)

so of necessity I will only build upon the most fundamental core principles

throughout this commentary. With that caveat out of the way, let's tackle this fiat



currency issue right now so that we may sooner breathe a sigh of relief that the

bitter pill has been swallowed and that recovery is at hand. How often have we all

rallied at one time or another around the Goldhearts' battle cries: "The Fed (or banks

in general, or government) simply makes this fiat currency from thin air!" "Fiat

money is worthless!" "Fiat currency is the Fed's (or banks', or government's) tool to

keep the poor man down." Well, a cold hard reality is that contrary to this line of

thinking, while I do indeed fit the description, I certainly have not been kept "down."

Have you? Further, and directly to the point, fiat currency isn't "worthless." Have you

ever tried to buy anything with it? Did you succeed? I'm sure that you did, so what

does that lesson tell you? As a general rule, a person rarely gets "something for

nothing." Therefore, the fiat currency must certainly BE "something," and that

"something" can't BE worthless.

There is a subtle but important distinction here between being "nothing of value"

versus being no *thing* of value. A dollar (or any other fiat currency) is certainly no

longer a *thing* although it once was (back in those days of yore when it was

defined as a certain weight of Gold.) But it does in fact have value--a value it finds in

measure of the success with which it retains the original Concept of value it

represented at the time of its origination...at loan creation. This "Concept" is built on

a unit foundation of arbitrary size, to be sure; and there can be no doubt that this

remains a fundamental weakness for it to serve properly as money (medium of

exchange, store of value, and unit of account.)

Nonetheless, the value in any given currency-unit originates in the terms of the loan

contract in which the borrower has promised to repay these units of currency to the

lender. And while it seems that these currency units are indiscriminately created out

of thin air, each of the many trillions in existence today were created through the

joint cooperation of a lender AND a borrower. It takes two to tango. Want to find

value in a dollar? Simply track down a new homeowner who toils each workday to

pay off his mortgage. (Is he *evil* for borrowing money from "thin air"? More on this

later.) It's easy to convince yourself that people will provide goods or services in

return for dollars--either because they themselves are in debt and in need of the

currency to repay their outstanding debts, or else because they believe with near

certainty that these same dollars will be useful to them as a medium of exchange

when they encounter somebody else who is burdened with outstanding debts.

A Commonly-stated Problem With Fiat Currency

All in all, the system works about as well as any other manmade thing.

Unfortunately, taken as a whole, dollars retain their original value only as reliably as

wage-earners and price-setters remain content with past pricing levels. And that is

influenced in large part by the perceived ease with which additional dollars may be

obtained or loans defaulted on. If a significant number of borrowers will not validate

the dollars they borrowed through some manner of equivalent production, then the

foundation of its value is eroded. Our own Federal government for example, in its

consistent failure to balance its operating budget, has effectively become a

significant collective of borrowers that refuse to service their debt--they don't pay

back their loans. The government is thereby failing to validate its many trillions of

borrowed dollars; and the currency system suffers. The dollar value falls and prices

generally rise.

The flip side of the coin regarding money supply is where loans are being paid back

more rapidly than new loans are written to keep the outstanding money supply



expanding with the prevailing growth rate of the real economy. In this circumstance,

increased competition for dollars during this relative contraction in the money supply

generally results in an increase to the dollar's value; prices would generally fall. The

problem with these expansions and contractions, these inflations and deflations of

the currency supply, is that in business and in private life both, people tend to enter

into long-term contracts. Because earning power, prices, and wages are subject to

this variability over time due to changes based on business cycles and money supply,

the act of entering into long-term contracts becomes a mixture of faith and

gambling.

As I've stated in an earlier post, people have generally been more comfortable to see

monetary supply inflation erode the purchasing power over time. The coping

mechanism is to renegotiate for pay-raises--and to face paying higher prices. They

are less willing and less happy to renegotiate lower rents and wages and lower prices

received for goods resulting from a currency that gains value over time. Due to the

prevailing inability of people and businesses to accommodate a currency that gains

purchasing power over time, the fallout is harsh. Instead of adjusting the price of

contracts downward, the reaction is typically to reduce production and cut back on

labor when business profits yield fewer currency units. Economic

recessions/depressions are frequently the undesired effect of currency supply that

either fails to grow as fast as the economy demands; or worse, a currency supply

that actually contracts. This has traditionally been the impetus for a well-intentioned

government to attempt various degrees of monetary interventions to bring about

more desired economic conditions.

A Solution?

No doubt you are familiar with these problems, and tend to agree with our intrepid

forefathers whose anti-banking, anti-fiat currency pronouncements are legendary. In

all frankness, these were a handful of exceptional men living at an exceptional time

and who accomplished an exceptional feat...the birth of a new Republic. It should

not, therefore, come as a surprise to anyone that the opinions and desires so

expressed by the likes of Thomas Jefferson and John Adams raised the bar for

performance so high that practical performance by their multitudes of mortal

descendants could not do but fall woefully short of their lofty vision. (In light of their

exceptional life and times they desired perfection---and why not?--they thought they

had set the world itself into a state of perfection!) I am not saying that perfection is

not a worthwhile goal, but I am saying we must at least be rational about what can

and can't be done in a real world populated by...well, just look around you.

Please for give my haste when I don't look up the exact quote here, but I seem to

recall the great Thomas Jefferson once voiced his conviction which after all these

years still has appeal and finds ample support among Gold advocates: "If banks are

allowed to control the money supply first through inflation, then deflation, our

children will wake up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered." The

implication is that banks will issue their credit from "thin air" in return for a pledge of

collateral against the return of that credit, drawing in everybody such that currency

values fall, prices rise, and people seek ever more loans in their desire to buy before

prices rise further, with the added benefit of paying off the loan with devalued

currency. But then, in their nefarious desire to rule the world, the bankers would

cause the money supply to deflate, making it difficult for everyone to successfully

obtain the cash needed to repay their loans. The bankers then walk away with the

collateral, leaving the borrower with nothing but a bad credit rating to show for the



experience. On the face of it, this seems to be a noble enough assessment, and gives

rise to the equally noble suggestion that our problems would be solved if banks could

simply be done away with...these institutions that were once said to be "more

dangerous than standing armies." So there you have the perfect inspiration for the

monetary system of your dreams, worthy of any true patriot....you suggest we

eliminate banks--and with them goes the inflation-threat from the paper money they

create--leaving us with only Gold coins as currency.

Not So Fast, Sport Shoes...(you'd better rethink your advice)

Ok, for the sake of indulging this off-the-cuff "perfect" solution, let's be optimistic

and assume that we could indeed suddenly find ourselves in a system in which banks

are non-existent, and only physical Gold coin is currency. In our euphoric pursuit of

perfection, we need only to roll the clock forward from this "perfect" starting point to

see that we've rashly and incorrectly assumed that our modern problems could be

avoided. First come the banks out of necessity, and then the fractional-reserve

lending phenomenon naturally evolves into being whether or not it was deliberately

intended from the outset. Are you skeptical? Consider this: it would be a mistake to

give thought to monetary matters without due consideration of the weave of our

social fabric--examined through the magnifying lens of history.

In the real world, banks are necessary. We need only to look at the circumstances

surrounding the appearance of the first significant public bank as documented nearly

two centuries after the fact by Adam Smith in his "Wealth of Nations," written as

America was just a newborn pup. The setting was Amsterdam, a bustling

international trading center as the 1500's gave way to the next century. As Adam

Smith describes it, the bank was formed and thrived by filling a specific market

niche: addressing the corruption of the currency. In settlement of trade, Gold and

silver coins from many countries and many mints (public, private, and some

disreputable) were in circulation, and as is ever the case, the coins of inferior alloy or

those clipped of proper weight were always the first to be offered to the merchants.

In addition to the money-changing manuals that served to document the metal

(money) content of the coins from the various known mints, the merchants had

scales to verify the sum of coins offered as payment. However, the good quality and

reputation of these scales was seen as suspect in the eyes of the shopper even as

the coins were seen in the eyes of the merchants. Smith wrote: "In order to remedy

inconveniences, a bank was established in 1609 under the guarantee of the City.

This bank received both foreign coin, and the light worn [and other debased] coin of

the country at its real intrinsic value in the good standard money of the country,

deducting only so much as was necessary for defraying the expense of coinage, and

other necessary expense of management. For the value which remained, after this

small deduction was made, it gave a credit on its books." Here you see the coins

naturally coming out of circulation in favor of "mathematically certain" bank

accounting.

In this way, much of the effort and cunning that went into adulterating the coinage

by men of low integrity was thereby rendered unprofitable. This system worked well

for all parties involved in trade, and the popularity gave rise to similar banks in the

nearby trading centers of Delft, Middlebourg, and Rotterdam, and then to other

countries. (I've got to work Rotterdam into every long post...have you noticed?)

History also records that "banks" have also come into being for the purpose of the

security against theft. Early metal smiths also became early bankers by virtue of the

security offered by their strongboxes. What practical-minded person would deny the



modern need for a similar service in the event of a return to a strictly Gold-based

currency system...for safekeeping and for quality assurance?

Yesterday's Performance is no Guarantee on Tomorrow in the 'Business World'

The Bank of Amsterdam was said to work well for a full century, with a man's

deposits remaining his on actual deposit until such time as he transferred the money

in payment to another man's account. The money (Gold) was not lent out, and so

when Louis XIV's French army approached Amsterdam in 1672, causing the

depositors to rush to the Bank in fear for the safety of their money, those panicky

depositors all discovered that their money was indeed on hand for immediate

withdrawal. The fear-induced bank run gave evidence of yet another universal truth

about the nature of mankind--that when satisfied as to the apparent safety and

availability of their deposits, they no longer desire to follow-through with the actual

withdrawal of their funds, remaining content to let the bank serve as the guardian.

And so we have the seeds of the eventual fall of the Bank of Amsterdam, and many

thousands of its successors. The Bank's ownership by the City of Amsterdam gave

rise to close associations with the Dutch East India Company by virtue of the same

men often involved in the governing or management of both operations. Due to the

nature of their business, when literally waiting for their ship to come in, even while

still a solid company with solid profits, the East India Company would from time to

time need a short term provision of credit. In a precursor of what modern banks

would come to call their bread and butter business, the Bank began to provide these

loans to the Company out of depositors accounts. When business profits turned

south for the East India Company in the late 1700's as many ships and cargo were

lost in the war, the loans increased, and the City government itself also came to rely

on the bank for loans.

During the first century of operation, merchants preferred to receive payment in

bank deposits instead of the uncertain quality of the coin of the day. But as the loans

of the Bank increased, and as the Bank began to put limits on withdrawals or

transfers to accounts at other banks, merchants began to cast a wary eye upon

payment made in bank deposits, and they raised their prices to reflect this growing

uncertainty, discounting the value of the bank money. As you might expect, when a

bank can't be counted on to reliable provide your money on demand, its days are

numbered. And so it was for the Bank of Amsterdam--the doors were closed in 1819.

It should also come as no surprise that similar scenes were played out many times

on a smaller scale by the metal smiths mentioned earlier. After being sought out for

the security of their strongboxes, and after a period of reliable service, many smiths

would observe the willingness of their depositors and citizens in general to leave the

Gold under lock and key, opting to circulate the receipts of ownership instead. The

more unscrupulous among them would come to grant loans to others for profit, or

else grant loans to themselves through the issue of receipts for more Gold than they

held. When rumor brought about sufficient alarm to bring in an abundance of

receipts for redemption all at once, the game was up and justice was swift--though

to be sure, this righting of the wrong on the inevitable day of reckoning was

COMPLETELY unsatisfactory to the good citizens left holding worthless Gold-receipts

from the bank after the Gold ran out.

Outright Bank Fraud IS Black and White, but this gets Very Gray, Very Quickly...

Aristotle
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Part Four -- Outright Bank Fraud IS Black and White, but this gets Very



Gray Very Quickly...

You have likely identified the problem in both of these examples: the entity providing

the banking service began issuing loans using their customers' deposits without the

consent and cooperation of the depositor. Let's consider an example in which the

bank is of the most noble character and management, simply offering safe storage

and quality assurance of the Gold currency. It is human nature that those with

wealth--such as we might find among those having deposits in our hypothetical

Noble Bank--might seek to generate some income with their wealth. They might play

an active role in this attempt as a venture capitalist, offering their money directly to

entrepreneurs in return for some profits after personal negotiations convince them of

the viability of the prospect.

But not all would-be lenders and borrowers are well suited to negotiate and organize

such arrangements themselves, particularly the smaller would-be lenders seeking an

income, and the smaller would-be borrowers seeking funds for such things as small

business expenses. The Noble Bank easily develops the in-house expertise in

evaluating those borrowers that represent a good credit risk, and can organize the

formal loan arrangements on behalf of their depositors. And rather than matching up

a depositor/lender with a borrower on a personal, individual basis, the Noble Bank

would come to pool the depositors' funds into an anonymous operation in which the

profits from the lending of capital are then provided to the depositors (minus the

Bank's own profit for providing this service) according to the amount of funds the

depositor put into account with the bank. This provides the flexibility demanded by

the banking depositor to generally be able to access his funds as needed.

It's like this. Assume that you, me, and someone else have all put $10 in Gold coin

on deposit with the Noble Bank for safe keeping, with the added hope to earn a

return on the Bank's ability to lend it at a profit in the meanwhile. Let's say a shoe

cobbler needs to buy leather and a new sewing machine in order to make new shoes,

so the bank lends him $18 of the $30 available. The cobbler takes his borrowed

Gold, makes his purchases, and sets to work in order to repay the bank $19 from his

anticipated profits within the coming months. In the meantime, you incur

unanticipated expenses, and need to obtain your $10 deposit from the Bank.

Because this Bank wants to keep you happy, and to retain your future business, it

doesn't tell you that $6 of your account is currently unavailable (out on loan) as per

your wishes for the bank to earn you an income, and that the cobbler will be

returning it (along with the profit you sought) in regular installments over a period of

time. Instead, the Noble Bank gives you $10 of its remaining $12, and hopes that

neither me or that third depositor will want to reclaim our deposits anytime soon.

Here you can see that no money was created out of thin air. But the size of the

Noble Bank grows as a good track-record of management attracts ever more

deposits in which withdrawals don't threaten the remaining funds on reserve, and the

depositors all come to perceive through their good experience that the entirety of

their account is available to them should they need it. The bank would accommodate

this concept of reality by shuffling the credit distribution among accounts to provide

the depositor's money on demand. This creates the illusion of money being in more

than one pocket at the same time through no *fault* or evil intent of the Noble

Bank. This is what the users of the System want, and this is what we got. And as the

cobbler's leather supplier deposits the cobbler's Gold payment into the neighboring

Honest Bank in order to earn a return, the process may continue yet further. The

economy seems to experience an abundant money supply, and the purchasing power

of all funds are thereby diminished by rising prices as the actual goods offered for



sale are then held more dearly than the money which has suddenly become so easy

to come by.

Please note that in this example, I didn't once use the term interest in connection

with the lending of money. A great many of the over-zealous Gold advocates try to

equate the lending of money at interest with the evils of usury, so I purposely

avoided that trap which has become a mental stumbling block in their thinking. While

they might be inclined to say rightly or wrongly that lending at interest should be

banned in order to eliminate the "sin" of usury, they certainly can't make that claim

against the form of venture capitalism that I laid out above. And if the banks come

to define the terms of providing venture capital from their available pool of deposits

as a standard low interest rate rather than higher claims on profits that vary from

borrower to borrower, what's the harm?

Too Much of a Good Thing

A quick historical note is in order here on the position of famed economist David

Ricardo, who was a strong supporter of the Bullion Committee and its position in

favor of the Gold Standard in monetary discussions hosted by the Bank of England in

the early 1800's. The purpose of the discussions was to get to the root of the

problem regarding rising prices, including uncoined Gold bullion. The center of the

debate was whether bank notes--which by that time had formed the bulk of

circulating money supply--were losing value, or was Gold simply rising in price?

Given the observation that other prices (such as bread) were rising, the verdict was

against the bank notes, just as it was in the latter years of the Bank of Amsterdam

when the merchants had diminished faith that the bank could successfully redeem its

credits for Gold coins. In the course of the debates, Ricardo described in his works "it

was most justly contended that a currency, to be perfect, should be absolutely

invariable in value." While conceding that precious metals couldn't be held to the

desired level of perfect invariability, they remain the best-suited item we have

discovered. And yet while holding this position, Ricardo was not completely opposed

to bank notes, finding them to be economical and convenient, so long as they were

always fully exchangeable for metal upon demand.

I'll say again, if the Noble Bank could legitimately tell a rational depositor that a

portion of his deposit wasn't immediately available for withdrawal, then things would

likely be closer to OK, with the bank notes in circulation representing the Gold

allocated to the borrower and properly held aside for redemption of the note as

Ricardo would have it. While this sounds good initially, there would still be some

perception of an abundant Gold supply due to the borrowed funds hitting the

marketplace, and there would still tend to be the resulting diminution of the

currency's purchasing power. And further, the banks would always try to

accommodate the depositor's desire to withdraw funds by reallocating their available

resources, leading to a false (and eventually fatal) sense of security in the general

nature and supply of money.

As you can see from everything above, it begins innocently enough. The depositors'

money is physically distributed (unlike the ledger creation of credit-money used

today,) but it would not be long before the depositors who had thus risked their

deposits for a return came to have faith that their full deposit would be returned with

interest, and acted on faith as though the Gold was actually still at their immediate

disposal. But inevitably, the day always comes when confidence is in short supply,

and depositors rush en masse to reclaim their deposits, feeling that money in-hand



is more desired than the prospects of any returns that the bank may have to offer,

or perhaps fearing for the viability of the bank itself and its ability to provide Gold for

the quantity of funds in account.

And as it begins innocently enough, it ends innocently enough, too. The availability

for the common man to get a loan serves as an undeniably equalizing force in

society. It allows a poor person with time and energy to participate in the economy

on par with a man who has his own capital. Through the credit obtained from the

banks' pool of deposits, a borrower is able to gain possession of land, buildings,

tools, raw materials, or other goods and facilities with which to become a farmer,

manufacturer, or merchant--using the profits from his time, energy and know-how to

earn a living for himself and to compensate his lenders for their extension of credit.

The poorer and more wretched a man might be, the more he might wish for the

presence of a bank of low standards willing to extend credit to the likes of him.

The Same Old Arguments have Always Been With Us...

But despite this common desire for banks, even from the very beginning there has

always been an element of society that for one reason or another saw banks as

fraudulent means of transferring the wealth of honest workers to an elite group (the

lenders) with agendas to rule the world. In a letter to John Adams about his own fear

and loathing over the proliferation of banks and their issuance of paper credit,

Thomas Jefferson wrote in 1814: "I have ever been the enemy of banks; not of

those discounting for cash; but of those foisting their own paper into circulation, and

thus banishing our cash. ...these are to ruin both republic and individuals. This

cannot be done. The Mania [of borrowing and lending] is too strong. It has seized by

its delusions and corruptions all the members of our governments, general, special,

and individual." But in contrast to Jefferson, in a little-publicized footnote of history,

Benjamin Franklin was a strong supporter of paper money. He saw that a national

paper money provided a "general benefit" of facilitating alternatives for a

government against the dual "horrors" to its citizenry of taxation and deflation. And

as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, very "specific benefits" were seen on an

individual basis by those who sought loans of any form of bank money (Gold, paper,

credit, whatever) in order to improve their position in life.

Because the "little guy" clamors for loans just as the "big guy" who pursues bigger

projects, and because the banks (which were naturally established to help the

marketplace maintain the safety and quality of its original Gold currency) come to

naturally play the middleman between the population with money to lend to the

population seeking to borrow, the blame for all that follows is hard to pin on anyone

specifically. Almost everyone in modern society comes to rely on the continuing and

smooth operation of the banking system. As outlined throughout this commentary,

you can see that as civilization advances and as the economy expands and the

population grows, the general trend is for the apparent money supply to expand,

even if the banks themselves do nothing more than efficiently reallocate deposits as

needed to keep everybody happy. The threat of a bank run grows with the growing

disconnect between what is perceived as the fair value contained in the underlying

Gold contained in the coin that originally defined the currency unit, versus the

witnessed purchasing power of the same currency units as dictated by the apparently

swollen supply as borrowed and efficiently allocated by banks. Due to the

unacceptably disruptive nature of bank runs on society, and the hurt inflicted on

those who were late to the doors and therefore left holding worthless receipts of a

newly failed bank, the inevitable outcome (generally tolerated by most) is two-fold.



First, for the officially-sanctioned (government) regulation or development of a

national central bank to bring more order to the hodgepodge of wayward private

banks, and second, for the eventual officially-sanctioned termination of Gold

convertibility for the abundance of circulating bank notes and bank deposits on

account.

Stay tuned for the final(?) part(s) to be offered later (I've already burned up enough

of your patience and space for one day):

Who is to Blame When the System Fails? And How can Sir Gresham's Simple Law

Save Us?

Aristotle
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Part Five "Building the Perfect System by Capitalizing on Gresham's Law" -starting at (2/7/2000; 7:15MDT - Msg ID:24589) from link below

http://www.usagold.com/cpmforum/archives/720002/default.html

Who's to Blame When the System Fails?

Perhaps it would be clearer if I rephrased that question. "The System" as I've defined

it is the ever-changing monetary principles, policies, and practices seen in the course

of satisfying the real demands of conducting business and commerce among real

people. At any given moment, the System is undergoing change from one form to

another, generally smooth and gradual, but occasionally abrupt and painful. But

never in the largest sense can the System itself be said to "fail," although parts of it

certainly prove troublesome and are altered from time to time as economic efficiency

dictates. Did the old Gold Standard era System "fail" when there was a bank run at

one institution or another? Well, if you were a depositor who didn't get your deposits

out before that particular bank closed its doors, you might indeed be inclined to say

that the System failed. But more specifically, it failed YOU. Meanwhile, your

contemporaries who lived half a continent away might say that the bank closure was

a healthy adjustment to the system, weeding out a weak bank. As such, System

"failure" might be viewed as any time YOU were legitimately dissatisfied with its

performance. Therefore, it would probably be more appropriate to ask this question

instead: "Who is to blame when the System disappoints you?" An important thought

to consider in this regard is whether any conceivable System could please all of the

people all of the time.

Let's briefly examine the dissatisfaction of the typical Goldheart. In his mind the

System has failed because he is dissatisfied all the time--so long as Gold is not the

circulating currency, apparently. How irrational is that? Romantic, to be sure, but

completely irrational. This superficial desire will never be the impetus for a change to

the System as we know it. Even in the "good ol' days" the coins quickly gave way to

bank notes as the circulating equivalent. There simply must be more at stake than

the whimsical preferences of an individual in order to inspire change.

Something to rally around...

Here's the key factor as detailed earlier in this commentary which ultimately argues

forcefully for the proper role of Gold in the monetary system's architecture. In what

has been revealed as a misplaced goal, with Gold as the circulating currency,

artificial inflation of the Gold supply is the unavoidable consequence because money

will always be lent by somebody to somebody else who wants to borrow. As a result,

under any past System architecture, there has never been a truly satisfactory means



to safely and reliably escape the ravages of inflation and deflation. Having Gold

attached either directly or indirectly to the circulating currency (or Gold itself subject

to being lent independently as we see today), the proper valuation of Gold is always

understated by the market due to the perception of of an increased (artificial)

supply. Truth be told, it is this element that gives rise to my own dissatisfaction--that

Gold is not at all points in time held near to its honest physical-based monetary

valuation as it should be. This is true at nearly all points in time except for those

brief and historic moments when the adjustment inevitably comes and Gold reaches

an entirely new price plateau. This proves unacceptable for those who live in the

interim periods as they strive to protect their personal wealth...those holding Gold

during these past 20 years, for example. (Although make no mistake, the extent of

currency depreciation in various non-OECD nations would paint a more normal

looking picture for citizens holding Gold within those countries.)

As the number of people increases who are dissatisfied with the System's

performance at any given moment in time, the greater the pressure mounts to effect

some degree of change. Similarly, the greater the level of dissatisfaction, the greater

the impetus to effect some rectifying change. For those who are yet clinging to the

notion that we need a Gold Standard with fixed convertibility of the currency, please

forgive me as I verbally try once again to shake you out of your mental stupor.

Under a Gold Currency-based system, any time someone borrowed money they

would in essence be participating in a Gold loan (much as we see happening today-an act that is ill-tolerated by those who can rightly recognize its depressing effect on

the value of that same Gold/Money.) For the hundredth time, because people will

always have a desire to borrow money to meet their business or personal needs at

one point or another, you would always be dissatisfied by any Gold Standard that

allowed these (Gold-) loans to occur. Meanwhile, everyone else would be dissatisfied

by such a Gold Standard System that specifically pleased you in which money (which

would be Gold) could not be borrowed as needed.

Accepting the constraints of the real world...

Any properly functioning monetary system in the real world must accommodate

those seeking to borrow funds. And if I've made no other point but one, we should

all see from the extensive commentary (bludgeoning) presented earlier that such a

system cannot sustainably coexist with a Gold Standard which has a fixed

convertibility. Inflation is always a consequence, and then so are bank runs, a

phenomenon unique to any such Standard of fixed convertibility. There can be little

denying that those bank runs are the ultimate monetary catastrophe experienced on

an individual basis. Think about it. If you were among the depositors left with

unhonored deposits of metal on account at a failed bank, you might just as well be

located in a modern-day Third World nation when its currency loses value...your life's

savings have been wiped out through no fault of your own.

Examining this case of a bank run, everything was working fine for you and your

currency-units yesterday, but then suddenly your world fell apart today. In truth, to

witness that a bank run was "justified" by the bank's obvious (after the fact) shortfall

of Gold necessary to honor all of the deposits reveals with abundant clarity that a

goodly portion of the system's funds were actually "unbacked" currency. And since

these same unbacked currencies were seen to be functioning well prior to the pain of

the bank run, it makes little sense to those left holding the bag in a bank run. And as

hard as it is for these unfortunate citizens to fathom fundamentally why these

currencies could work yesterday but not today, it is even harder for them to grasp



why the same currency could function properly at the front of the bank line, but not

for those in the back end of the line. It is this kind of pain, especially when bank runs

become an epidemic, that compel significant changes to be made to the System

architecture. History reveals that a natural starting point to ease this pain is national

regulation of the scattered and various independent private banks.

This leads to a united-we-stand, divided-we-fall solution in which resources are

managed among the banks so that individual hemorrhages can be addressed without

leading to domino-style bank failures. But ultimately, the whole system is put at

unacceptable risk from bank runs inspired by the realization that the bank-money

inflation has rendered a currency value that is less than the metal value in the

system's few coins. Again, the institutional thinking goes, "Since all this unbacked

paper worked yesterday, let's just get rid of the inspiration for bank runs--the Gold

coins." Those finding themselves in the back of the lines certainly would welcome

this. Their currency would not only remain just as good as the currency held by

those in the front of the line, but it would also be not significantly different than it

was yesterday.

OK, so who IS to be blamed for our disappointment with the System as it is?

The lesson to be learned is not to blame the push for fiat currency upon "the few and

powerful" men of wealth of the world. While inflation can be bad even under a Gold

Standard (along with the pain of bank runs for those who fail to rescue their

deposits), inflation has the distinct opportunity and track-record to be much worse

within a system built upon a fiat currency. The truth is, inflation hurts those with

money (it erodes their purchasing power), and helps those with debts (it makes loan

repayment easier.) David Ricardo said it eloquently: "The depreciation of the

circulating medium has been more injurious to monied men...It may be laid down as

a principle of universal application that every man is injured or benefited by the

variation of the value of the circulating medium in proportion as his property consists

of money, or as the fixed demands on him in money exceed those fixed demands

which he may have on others." He said further that the farmer "more than any other

class of the community is benefited by the depreciation of money, and injured by the

increase of its value." This is likely for the dual reason that farmers as a general rule

were often in debt to begin with, and because their annual creation of crops (from

thin air!) could then be sold for more currency units in each subsequent year, even if

the net real-world value of the product being offered remained entirely unchanged.

Don't waste energy on laying blame...

And so we can see, with more people in society having common wealth than

uncommon fortune, it is distinctly the case that democracy proves to be the greater

threat to a convertible Gold Standard than does even the unmanageable expense of

war. I faintly recalled some historical figure who made the astute observation that in

a democratic society, when the people come to realize that they can vote "largess"

for themselves from the public treasury, they will do so, and hence bring about their

system's collapse. And in researching this matter further (thanks Journeyman, ji, and

RossL for your help) it seems that there actually have been a number of figures

echoing this same sentiment through time. But regardless of the precise citation of

this quotation, one look at the growing national debt in America (serving as the

substitute for the taxes that would otherwise be necessary to fund our chosen social

programs) gives credence to this assertion. Simply put: the people (the masses) get

what the people want--and the people want easy money. Even outside of a



democracy, over time, the forces of the population always win out over the forces of

the few men of power. And in the end it matters not which group is on the side of

good, and which is destructive--the many prevail over the few.

So, what is the proper role of Gold in the monetary system architecture?

At this point, the staunchest Gold supporters are likely gnashing their teeth and

forming a posse to hunt me down for a proper lynching, I'm sure. After all, I have

made no bones about the need to cut Gold out of any ties whatsoever with the

various national currencies. Due to inflation and deflation that naturally arise through

variations in the rates of borrowing, payback, and growth of the economy, currency

fluctuations lead to bank runs which are frankly too disruptive and are not to be

tolerated. Fortunately, they are rendered completely meaningless under a fiat

currency regime. National fiat currencies allow governments to manage their own

national economies to the extent that that are able, and to take whatever efforts

needed to avoid falling into those most destructive currency deflations that wreak

havoc on economies.

Gold must be removed from these currencies so that governments are not tempted

to manipulate its perceived value in order to give a boost to their own currency. The

goal would be that sudden value shocks will be avoided because at all points in time

the currencies will be fairly valued against Gold--there won't be an inevitable and

recurring "day of reckoning" in which the pent-up false perceptions are unwound

amid calamity and crisis of confidence. Gold must also be removed from any element

of the monetary system that would seek to make loans using Gold because, as we've

seen, these confound Gold's ability to reach its true physical-based fair market value.

Gold derivatives must also be done away with for the same reason. Gold must

remain a pure monetary asset, bought and sold and owned outright--nothing else

would be allowable. National fiat currencies will ably serve the market's various

needs to borrow funds...after all, that's how fiat currency is born in the first place.

Although I've seemingly cut Gold out of the monetary system, that is not the case at

all. Gold qualifies as the only true money; being able to function as a unit of account,

as a medium of exchange, and as a store of value. A fiat currency only meets the

first two elements, but they fail as a store of value. Therefore, Gold will be be the

money of savings, while national currencies will be the currency of commerce. They

will all float relative to each other, and constantly seek out their proper value. Kept

with special status as an independent and unlendable currency, Gold will be the

ever-rising North Star of the monetary system. Central banks would be inclined to

hold only Gold in reserves of any significant size--because Gold is not the liability of

any other nation, and its real-world value would continue to grow over time. As said

before, quantities held in other national currencies would be done only to the extent

that they facilitate trade between active partners. Individuals across the Earth would

also choose to hold Gold as their savings; their life's productivity forever protected

from inflation and deflation, and from reliance upon another person's (or nation's)

liability.

The beauty of reserving Gold as an unmanipulated monetary asset is that individual

local currencies can still be "managed" by the government in whatever manner is

seen befitting that specific country, without having an adverse effect on the

meaningful wealth held in reserves (in the form of Gold savings) among other

nations and local citizens alike. No single national currency need ever be held by

another nation as a reserve currency (which "unfairly" allows the nation that issues



the reserve currency to export its inflation.) However, a nation might choose to hold

another's currency in a quantity simply because it makes for expedient trade.

The reassurance of Gresham's Law...

Perhaps a short lesson is in order for those new to this realm of thought. In 1558, Sir

Thomas Gresham made his observation that whenever there was latitude in

tendering payment (as could be seen in the major medieval cities where coins from

many lands came together in the course of trade--as we covered in the case of

Amsterdam,) inevitably the money of poorest quality was offered while the better

money was retained. In describing the circulation of currency, Gresham's law says

that bad money drives out good. (The inferior money circulates, while money of

superior quality is held.) In our new system herein described, paper currency will

circulate while Gold money will be saved.

Pause for a moment to fully consider this practical notion of saving Gold on one

hand, while on the other, borrowing and spending paper just as we always have in

our lifetimes (and know of no other reality from personal experience.) This is in

perfect tune with Gresham's law. Given our own limited history, this accord with

Gresham's law provides a very comforting reassurance for predicting the success of

this system. Why? Because Gresham's law is arguably the only economic law that

survives beyond challenge--an echo of the universal and enduring truth that given a

choice, people will choose the option that serves their own needs best. Gresham's

law predicts that the world's supreme currency, Gold, would not actually circulate in

a conventional sense, though it would move from the hand of one saver to another

as individual circumstances might require. Sure, you could use it outright as money

if you insisted, but nodding to Gresham's law, wouldn't you rather keep your Gold for

the rainy day and spend your paper instead? This system will enhance the

transparency of national economics and financial positions, rewarding those with

good fiscal policy and balanced budgets, and giving none an exorbitant privilege over

another through reserve currency status. It will allow the citizens a natural avenue to

protect themselves against depreciation of the national currencies (which will

inevitably inflate until the end of time,) and to actually gain a no-risk real "return" by

simply holding the metal without the self-defeating aspect of lending it out for

interest.

Gold. Get you some. ---Aristotle

Trail Guide
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Changing times!

Thanks ALL! I'll leave these two posts to tell the truth for me. When (?) the new Trail

page is up FOA will set a tough pace to keep up with, believe it! He has too, the

preasure of oil is building fast.

ORO, I'll be arriving here soon, in debate mode no less. Your (and others) good post

are noted.

ORO (02/11/00; 12:31:46MDT - Msg ID:25015)

Trail Guide - welcome

Welcome Trail Guide to your home.

We have kept it warm for you, awaiting your reincarnation.

Missed you badly.



Thank you for your return.

SteveH (02/11/00; 11:05:20MDT - Msg ID:25006)

Yep...has to be

One and the same?

SteveH (02/11/00; 11:02:35MDT - Msg ID:25005)

Trail Guide and FOA

One and the same?

Trail Guide
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A different view?

ORO (02/11/00; 13:59:00MDT - Msg ID:25019)

Aristotle and Trail Guide

-----What is to stop the gold markets to regroup and form a new gold banking system?

-----Q:

Please define "gold markets" in the context you use? We need to know exactly what

this market is before one can "bank on it"!

---I would think that - if there is gold there is also someoned to lend it and someone to

borrow it.

--------Q: Why use gold to create a lending contract? Would society use gold as a "lend

able" account unit if it freezes any further function of their money asset? To date, the

history of the past gold systems points that such a function creates gridlock in the

banking system. Doesn't this contradict the first purpose of gold: to act as a pay as

we go medium, under no contract risk?

--------If there is new gold mined, it will be contracted for future delivery.

---------Q: Again, Why must gold be used? And why the illusion of future delivery in contract

form? If society places a high enough value (currency price) on it, a" no collateral

financing" would easily create a pay as you go operation, NO?

------------If there is gold of many players in a number of vaults, the gold will stay in the vaults

and the title to the gold will trade electronically.

----------------------------------Q: Tell me, do we pay for our gasoline with "stock certificates" of IBM? Or any other

ware - housed asset. Would not real estate titles also trade electronically? In this

period of high speed trade, digits of anything could do the trick, no?

----------------I still say that there is no economic reason, no justification for central banks at all.

There is no

economically useful purpose for national currencies.

------------------Observation: Years of history and the nature of modern society say you are wrong,

no? Our use of digital currencies for trade always flows like a river that's strong and

wide,,,,, and it always flows to it's end in the sea. The water takes it into the air and

rains it again upon the headwaters for another trip,,,,,a new currency starts again.

All the while gold is held from it's value as officials grapple with it's position on the



currency river,,,,,,,,,, stopping it's use as a wealth asset held by all.

-------------------I will go further and state that the purpose of central banks holding gold is so their

people remain beholden to the state and the bank cartels it has chartered. The best

thing for the CBs and treasuries to do is to unload their gold and cease participation

in the financial markets. Individuals

and private organizations should hold their gold and trade its receipts, to lend and to

borrow it.

----------------Observation: Again, society has proven that any and all currencies and moneys that

are lent and borrowed,,,,,'soon become corrupted. Even gold itself,,,,,many times!

Let gold become an asset of real wealth,,,,,and it will shine as the best background

money this modern world has ever seen,,NO?

----------The amount of gold and other PMs can not be insufficient in quantity to for the basis

for the volume of trade settlement. It is precisely the point that the quantity of gold

matters not. What matters is that it grows with the economy that trades it as money.

---------------Q: What will you do today that is different from yesterday? Can we pass laws that

remove human nature?

---------The myth of a living and breathing fiat system. Many have proposed that there is

some need in trade and business for the flexible money that fiat allows. I contend

that there is no such flexible money, as its cost in trade and to business far

outweighs the benefits of flexion.

-----------------------------Observation: We want and use this "flexion" today. Is not the only thing

missing,,,,,,,,,,a way to shield

our wealth from the effects of this "flexion"'s inflation ,,,,

-------------------------------Fiat currencies do not expand and contract as the markets need. Their mere

existence forbids healthy interaction in the markets. The seekers of the conversion of

income into wealth and those who must convert wealth into income are forbidden

from setting the rates of conversion by the

existence of fiat currencies. The necessary precondition of a fiat currency is the

existence of a monetary authority that controls the quantity and the rate of

conversion - the interest rate - at which both monetary and "real" wealth

coverts into income.

-----------------------------Perhaps: But no one ever said that wealth was digits? no? A Western view of a world

that's always going mad?

----------------(smile)

thanks Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Reality

Hello ORO,

Well, I knew that if I only asked, we would all receive! Boy did you deliver in ORO

(Msg ID:25113).

Good stuff for everyone to read, my friend. You mentioned; """ The comments below

- particularly those to Aristotle, are somewhat harsh. I hope this is taken in the spirit



of friendly criticism."""

Sir, you can serve me (and probably everyone here) your "harsh" anytime. Waiter

,,,,,,,, I'll have a double order of that please! (smile)

OK, brace yourself ORO ,,,,,, a big plate of my "Trail" harsh coming up!

=============================

You write:

-------There are consequences to the existence of a fiat currency and for the use of

debt money for trade settlement. FIAT HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE

PEOPLE ACTING IN

COMMERCE OF THEIR OWN ACCORD. Even when wildly popular, fiat money has not

had a single instance when it had not been established by force - by laws imposing

its use.----------ORO,

On a larger scale there was always more to it than this. Human society has from the

very beginnings formed tribes and picked sides against each other. When we are not

battling nation against nation, we jockey for position within our own groups. Right

down to "me and my neighbour against the three houses down the street. As a tribe

,,, as a nation ,,,,,, as a group ,,,,,, our war is really a human problem with each

other and always has been. In better context; the problems are in the way we use

our laws and governments to gain advantage over the next in line.

Whether through force (war) or democratic means, we subject ourselves to the order

of governments. We rightly perceive that,,,,,, the order gained from this action ,,,,,,,

the security of a group, overcomes the rights and property lost on a individual level

that living in a tribe requires. It's been this way through the ages. It's a political

process that has always had it's in house battles ,,,,, namely portions of society try

to circumvent their percentage of lost rights and property by maneuvering the rules

(laws) in their favor. Yes,,,,,if I can gain the advantages of tribe life and still keep my

"portions lost",,,,,I'm gaining wealth to the disadvantage of the group. Truly, the

most obvious action of not paying your taxes,,,,,and that's only a small item when

viewing the world battle as a whole.

So, how does this apply to money?

When you and others say """ FIAT HAS NEVER BEEN THE CHOICE OF THE PEOPLE

ACTING IN COMMERCE OF THEIR OWN ACCORD """ ,,,,,this is true.

This is true, but this was never the thrust of the argument. The use of money in any

context, fiat, gold or seashells, has always entailed the use of borrowing and

lending... And as long as economies function at a profit, debts are made and paid

back without argument. However, when the eventual downturn arrives, some

portions (perhaps a large portion) of the owed wealth (debt) cannot be

returned.

It's here,,,,at this point in tribal life,,,,,,,that all of the context from above comes into

play. The "reality" of life on this earth is this: ,,,,,,Some portion of society will use

their influence or control of the leaders to make their debts easier to pay. In



fact,,,,,it's times 2 for that number of government influencers ,,,, because even the

ones that have debt owed to them will try to alleviate an impossible pay back

situation the ones that owe them face.

You see,,,,,tribal life and the human nature that comes with it,,,,,,,,will not allow any

money system to "completely" destroy the wealth of a good portion of society. Even

if everyone is plainly shown that they are going to lose something ,,,,,,they would

still option for the good of the overall tribe. This is why we return,,,,time and again

to fiat monetary systems. In the few examples where a gold system brings the harsh

reality of loses to bear on a nation,,,,,,usually war is the result. Not a

good outcome.

Yes, we can break gold into many small parts,,,,,'stamp it into coins and circulate

gold certificates as money. We can borrow it, lend it and also circulate gold bonds as

the economy grows. It is the perfect "weights and measures" monetary system.

Exactly representing our productive efforts in every faucet of human endeavour. But,

when the loses mount, our tribal human tendencies will not allow us to support a

government or banking system that forces these real loses on only a portion of the

group. Never has,,,,and never will! Without this escape valve, we go to war ,,,,,,

internaly or on a world scale,,, so we all can share the loss,,,one way or another. As

a human society of thousands of years,,,outside of war,,,,,we have learned to inflate

our loses upon everyone as a whole,,,,,for the good of the keeping the whole from

each others throats. Even to the

point of a total loss of the current system,,,,,and all the destruction that entail's for

everyone.

Yes, indeed,,,,,,,we will transition to the next fiat system from the dollar, when the

time comes. Believe it!

Further:

For myself and other observers ,,,,, we know about "peace on earth" and live our life

in this context but,,,,as a member of the world tribe,,,,,,and following our best

interest,,,,,, one must still arrange his affairs to shield their family from the "I'm

going to get yours" times we live in. Should we get our leaders to help us? Well, the

leaders of this world can only be but a reflection of us as a

whole. Yes, many things are not right, but they can only strive to do what can be

done, not what must be done.

Consider the dilemma:

If a small portion of society telegraphs thoughts that "if we cannot have our oil we

will go to war",,,,,,,,how would you force them to not elect officials that ease their

pain in a gold money system? What's right and what's wrong is not the issue,,,,,,it's

what this present generation will live with that rules. If they will break the gold yoke,

no matter,,,,then why place gold on them? Is it not better to at least free the

"knight" (gold) for the good of those that would stand with him?

During the period we are now entering,,,,,we can see all the ugly aspects of a fiat

system that is failing it's tribe. Look far and wide and witness the various groups ,,,,

all jockeying for position as they use whatever influence they have to lessen their

own private loses. If this had been a gold system, the outcome would be the

same,,,,,as players force their leaders to lessen the gold debts that could not be

paid. They would raise the price of gold and inflate their way out of it,,,,,,for better



or worse ,,,, come hell or high water.

So, my friend (smile),,,,,,,as you can see,,,,,I completely agree with all of your post.

Only, my trail is hiked with a different mind. "Another" mind set, if you will. We use

the life experiences of man to dictate the best path to follow. As such,,,,,,Gold must

not be part of any money system,,,,,,it must reside as a freely traded asset without

debt or paper to resemble it. In this position ,,,,, it's value can fully represent the

ebb and flow of the affairs of man. And in doing so retain the wealth of man

as a holding of things. Truly, the "Wealth of Nations" in the peoples hands. We move

forward by starting at the beginning of time.

We'll talk much about this and all the affairs of the world,,,including gold,,,, on the

gold trail.

"We walk this new gold trail together, yes?" I hope to see everyone there when I

return.

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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OIL

http://biz.yahoo.com/rf/000214/b6.html

Elwood (2/13/2000; 23:41:04MDT - Msg ID:25270)

Request for Comments on OPEC Oil Cutbacks

Hello Elwood,

We are seeing the media blow everything out of proportion these days. The oil cutbacks were in no way what was reported! It was more of an adjustment. see the

above article (there is a follow up also). Actually, oil management is working very

well now.

Today, with oil more likely rising into the $45 range, we are getting a small view of

where gold, in oil dollars should be. The mechanics (gears) of all of this are turning

now. Prior to this we had the political software installed that literally placed gold "on

the road" to much higher prices. The US / IMF have been managing this turn-around,,, trying to keep it from exploding too quickly (they did

a good job too!).

I'll be talking much more (and very clearly) about this later "on the trail".

thanks

---------------------------Saudi denies reports of March oil export cuts

DUBAI, Feb 14 (Reuters) - Saudi Arabia, the world's largest oil producer and

exporter, on Monday denied reports that it had cut its March crude exports to the

West by 25 to 35 percent.

``The Saudi Arabian Oil Company (Saudi Aramco) has refuted recent news reports

that it has cut its March deliveries of crude oil between 25-35 percent to some

regions of the world as 'misleading and incorrect','' the state oil giant said in a

statement faxed to Reuters.



Trail Guide
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Gold

http://www.fame.org/HTM/Mundell%20and%20Parks.htm

NOTE: These are (see the bottom) segments of questions and answers copied from

this interview. I PLACE THEM OUT OF CONTEXT TO UNDERSCORE THE THOUGHT!

Please see the link above for the full discussion. It's very good and so is Mr. Park's

and his site.

ALSO: The point I was trying to make in #25137 (and the question I was asking)

was this;

A full gold money system works during level and rising economic dynamics. It also

works "VERY" well during a downturn. In fact it works "Perfectly" all the time! It's the

lending of money that creates debt, be it gold debt or fiat debt ,,,, and the failure of

that debt during a downturn is what causes the pain.

I ,,,,, we as gold bugs ,,,,,, most financial thinkers ,,,,, do not debate this point. The

argument is that:

If the pain dynamic (loses) of a financial downturn is not "Somewhat" shared by

society as a whole ,,,,, the economic dislocation always intensifies until we go to

conflict. (see my earlier post)

It's during the downturns that society in general will not tolerate a full gold system

because it concentrates the loses upon their rightful owners. As such "these same"

are usually "wiped completely out" and their fallout effects on the social and

economic structure can be widespread and very destructive to tribal life.

Again, history has proven, time and time again that humans will not allow the full

(natural) effects of gold money ,,,,, if it threatens to create factions. They accept

gold during long periods until conflict (internally political or externally war) forces a

break in the gold bond.

We as nations will break the "gold bond" by calling for the shared pain of inflation.

Whether we (as countrymen) understand the reasoning behind it or not; currency

inflation (not price inflation) in the modern world is carried out until it's debt

destroys the current system ,,, there by, sharing all the pain of the loses before it.

We then move into the next fiat system.

The question:

Is it not better for all ,,,, if we remove gold from the official currency structure by

forcing derivitives failure and creating a free physical only marketplace,,,,, so as to

keep "US" ,,,,,, ourselves ,,,,,, from controlling it through our politicians?

Through "legal tender laws" currently in place ,,, let's force us (ourselves) to

continue to create debts only in paper.

As such, "they" ,, "we" can manipulate the fiat as needed for society.

Does this not place gold in it's rightful position of being a "real currency asset" as it

was chosen to be used from the beginning of time?

A private money for trade and savings that's outside the "contract / debt' system.

Your thoughts?

Trail Guide

Robert Mundell:

--------I think that legal tender is a very old institution. It certainly goes back

thousands of years and legal tender is an institution, whether we like it or not is



going to stay. ---------Robert Mundell :

------There's no institutional mechanism by which we could ever duplicate the kind of

financial system we have under a system that relied almost entirely upon gold. Of

course you could always have a system that used a lot of paper that was in some

sense convertible into gold. You could always find a price of gold that you could

convert that paper theoretically into gold. But I don't think anyone has thought in

terms of the enormous price of gold that would be required in order to achieve that.---------Larry Parks:

---------George Soros says in his book Soros on Soros that the gold standard had to

be given up because it did not make possible a lender of last resort. And says Soros,

because financial markets are in his words "inherently unstable" you have to have a

lender of last resort.------Trail Guide
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Freegold

Thanks for your reply, ORO.

My comments presume that readers have read our full posts.

Your major point, logic and comments that I got from your post (25310) , followed

by my comments:

POINT:

I pointed out that it is the existence of a "lender of last resort" that causes the debt

boom

Logic:

It is obvious then, that had there not been a lender of last resort there would not

have been a substantial credit crunch, because the lenders would not have taken the

same risks they allowed themselves once a promise of bailout was given, and thus

would have avoided the credit boom.

Your Comments:

The argument is false in that it is circular. (Trail Guide note: I think he is referring to

my logic?) The lender of last resort was there in the first place, the inevitable credit

boom followed, the credit crunch followed - just as inevitable - and a further lender

of last resort was needed. History shows that the credit policies of the BOE led to its

bankruptcy before WWI and before the Fed was created. This was among the

reasons for the argument for the Fed being pressed. All the previous lenders of last

resort were tapped out and a new one was necessary. In 1929-1930 the Fed was

tapped out and the gold standard obligation was abolished shortly after.

My Comments:

ORO, I cannot accept that a "lender of last resort" causes a debt boom. It presumes

that a great portion of lending is done for reckless, uneconomic reasons. Yet, at the

end of great expansions many projects that were considered "blue chip" in the

beginning still go bad. Sometimes, the most necessary economic activity is curtailed

because peoples needs change during the course of life ,,,

not to mention a recession. Thus changing business dynamics.

How many instances can we document where banks lent into real demand ,,,,,,,



backed with the very best demographic patterns ,,,,, only to find the loan blow up

from changing demand. Oil in the late seventies would be a convenient example for

us (smile). People were breaking down the doors

of the old "Texas Commerce Bank" in Houston ,,,,,,, all in an effort to finance hugely

profitable petroleum projects. This was no flash in the pan, as the oil industry had a

progressive expansion history of 15++ years before this. Truly, a lender of last

resort was the very last thing on their minds. Later, even paper based on $10

producing reserves was trashed! Certainly there are many, many other

examples,,,,,,,, most are of a more mundane, unglamorous nature, but fine

examples.

Further:

Was this really circular thinking on our part? Did the Lender of last resort exist

during the 'South Sea Bubble" or the "Tulip mania",,,,,, and did the "Black Plague" of

Europe shut down a few sound financial systems then? I think gold was the norm in

that period?

ORO, this portion of your thinking needs to include the other side of the lending

aspect,,,,,, people want and demand loans for sound, economically justifiable,

profitable projects,,,, and they get them on sound lending principles. Still, some 90%

of them can become only "at the margin"

when demand changes. And typical of our human society, we all shift at once.

Truly, my friend, bank loans often fail because human events change the course of

money dynamics,,,,,, and it does so in a way that is beyond the vision of any lender.

Be the lenders you, me or a group of people as a bank, large portions of deals go

bad just as much from human affairs

as from "over lending".

After all, the entire economic structure of the world is nothing more than people

dynamic ,,,,,,,,, in the long run it's just too risky to bet ones physical gold on (huge

smile)!

Yes, our present financial system gives the impression of total insanity,,,, but we are

looking at the very "end of the timeline",,,, not how it began. It all starts with the

very first loan and progresses until everyone has borrowed "too much", but no one

wants the music to stop. Last resort lenders then become the norm because society

will lose "across the board" if everything is "marked to the market". It is not a circle

(smile) as it starts and ends with the currency system (gold or fiat) everyone

demands to borrow into. It all ends in the shared pain of debt collapse as the debt is

discounted to zero from price inflation ,,,, even if it's based on gold ,,,,,, gold that

cannot be returned. Not much different from our present gold loan structure.

We will move on to the next money system when this one ends.

If it were gold we started with? The banker would lend his gold only to find the same

metal returned to his bank as a new deposit. The "society at large" would remove his

franchise if he did not re-lend that same gold during "good times", "booming times"

no less! Round and round the gold

goes. Reserve lending hits it's limit and society demands the limits be raised again ,,,

and again ,,, and again! Lender of last ,,,,,, or not.

In our modern world we must remove gold from the official money system, place it

in a free market and people will use it as wealth money, not borrowing money. Then

the fiat can come and go as the wind! Yes?



You agree now!

I'm so very glad!

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Freegold

Elwood,

I have read much of Mises and even a few others. Actually, I completely agree with

them that the Gold money systems of the nineteenth century worked very well. As

such we do not fall into any groups that argue against that concept. Our problem is

with people (smile).

In a Money and Freedom speech at a Mises meeting Mr. Joseph T. Salerno made this

point:

-------Unfortunately, the monetary freedom represented by the gold standard, along

with many other freedoms of the classical liberal era, was brought to a calamitous

end by World War One.---------Further, he stated:

------Within weeks of the outbreak of World War One, all belligerent nations departed

from the gold standard. Needless to say by the wars end the paper fiat currencies of

all these nations were in the throes of inflation of varying degrees of severity, with

the German hyperinflation that culminated in 1923 being the worst.--------------My point (as an extension of earlier posts):

No country, however rich in gold or resources, can continue to fight a war once their

money runs out! Consider ,,,,,,, You and your family as a country, a nation ,,,,,, you

are under attack and have spent the last of your gold ,,,,,You will print money and

continue the effort, no matter the inflationary costs,,,, come what may!

Many nations utterly failed to return to the original gold standard simply because

they were mostly tapped out from the war. At the best, the richer, surviving

countries would have taken a major economic hit by going back into a full gold

system. All the eventual gold deals and non- deals

were little more than a part of the progression of events that lead us here today. All

in an effort to keep from fully marking to the market the cost of a shared loss in war,

defence and other financial failures.

There is not one person among us that ,,,,,,,,, if their family was completely broken

from the war experience ,,,,,,,,,, would have asked for a return to gold. In full a

honest context, millions would have starved in the process. The world optioned to

share the loss and spread it out as far and as long as possible.

The war experience is but one example of why society has such a hard time with an

official gold system during times of stress. Over and over again we have seen where

gold is the very best holding and defence against private and public financial loss.

Yet, when large scale national loss

threatens society as a whole ,,,,,, it's always the money system that receives the

brunt of the demands for change. Society demands that whatever money system is

in place at the time of stress, be shifted so as to spread the burden amongst all. Is it

right,,,,,, is it just,,,, I do not think so. But it is what we do and have done for a long



time!

Today, if gold can be forced out of the official money system, it will be to the benefit

of everyone during times of stress in the future. In times of war people spend the

legal tender in commerce. Yet they save the food, liquor and necessities. A common

currency of the world would be just such a necessity to hold as part of your wealth.

Trail Guide

Cavan Man, see you later or on the trail!

Trail Guide
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Freegold

Cavan Man (2/14/2000; 20:00:09MDT - Msg ID:25341)

To Trail Guide

I think I am beginning to understand.

First of all, if the gold price is freed from the $USD, monetary discipline will re-assert

itself relative to all fiat currencies.

Hello Cavan Man,

You write my words:

-------This one sentence of yours tells me quite a lot; "In our modern world, we must

remove gold from the official money system, place it in a free market, and people

will use it as wealth money, not borrowing money. Then fiat can come and go as the

wind."-----TG:

The above is my point in it's most simple form. I word it this way in an effort to

engage ORO in one of the many aspects of our modern gold world.

-----------Second, fiat currency is for convenience only and is now truly represented in proper

context for all the world to see; all of its weaknesses and limitations are manifested

in the relationship between a particular genus of fiat and the POG. If it can come and

go as the wind then truly, one should hold equity and wealth in gold and not fiat;

exposure to the medium should be minimalized as is prudent.

-----------TG:

In it's most basic form, the beginning concept of gold money saw it as only one of

many wealth items people held on their shelf. We traded anything and everything

back then,,,, as all wealth was tradable money. Gold became the dominant

circulating wealth money because of it's many unique qualities.

---------Third and perhaps most importantly, the personal gold standard that Aristotle speaks

so eloquently of from time to time still continues to assure an individual's right to

and desire for honest money. A personal gold standard in the context you espouse

will and should encourage and promote the realization that gold is indeed the money

and wealth of the ages. Gresham's law will keep fiat relegated to a small percentage

of one's net worth as it is mine now. -------------------------TG:



Somewhat yes, CM! We can trace gold's first troubles,,,,,, back to when it was made

an official currency that one could borrow and lend. This entangled it into the human

emotions of fraud and cheating. I don't dispute (and completely encourage) the fact

that real gold,,,,,, stamped into coins and circulated as such,,,,,,, is the correct form

of world money. The problem comes in that "modern society" (as opposed to

perhaps 19th century society) will never let an official money just circulate without

manipulating it.

If gold is the only currency in circulation (in paper or coin form) our modern world

demands that we borrow and lend it to service human functions. In this realm, we

have and do change it's true format as our stress requires. However, if gold can

circulate in coin form ,,,,, and traded on a world

physical freemarket,,,,,, without legal tender status,,,,,, it will become a perfect

background currency for all mankind. Let the various governments stamp it as they

now do in Maple Leafs, K-Rands, Eagles,,,,,, (especially relevant are the old world

gold coin long in circulation prior to these modern ones) even call it "non binding

Legal Tender" or place a ficticious low LT price on it. But, most importantly destroy

the banking aspects of gold and let it all trade for physical settlement only.

In this ages old format, it evolves backwards into a wealth asset that once again

projects all the fine qualities of circulating real wealth,,,,, and does so without the

entangling alliances of contract legalities inherent in a gold standard. Truly in this old

format, Central Banks, governments, citizens will all be able to use gold,,, side by

side with fiat currencies. In this position, any official will quickly see how "more gold"

held in reserve becomes a defacto backing for national moneys,,,,,, instead of

competing with them. Of course, the relative rarity of gold will force it's currency

price sky high. But, in this position, it will quickly become "the dominate currency

asset" that values all other circulating fiats. This position negates the desires of

society to manipulate it while utilizing it's ages old purpose of holding wealth in a

way that transcends time.

We are today, heading towards the trading of freegold,,,,, and the ECB is laying the

political software for it. For better or worse we will ride this river of change to the

sea.

Also: Elwood, is this more clear? Read it quickly as ORO is putting on his largest

boots to grind it down (smile).



Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Freegold

Good day ORO,

Because your ORO (02/15/00; 05:14:21MDT - Msg ID:25372) is on this page and

easily found, I will not completely re post it.

I believe that you have still not challenged the thrust of my argument. That being:

------Today, in our modern society,,,,,, no form of any national currency system will

be left unmanaged. Be it a full gold system or a fiat system, society will expand it

(inflate the currency through the loan process) or shrink it (deflation through



uncontrollable stress default). As soon as the system in place bumps against it's

natural or manmade limits, society will option to change those limits. Without

fail.--------You write:

---------------------------------ORO

Under a gold standard and the debt dollar standard as well, the existence of a lender

of last resort in one substantial country will cause all international banks to lower

their rates or minimum credit rating to make use of the guarantees of that lender of

last resort - If they had not, the banks of the country with a lender of last resort

would have forced them out of the markets during the boom. This is as much the

case today as it was during the turn of the previous century.

For reference in reading the comments below, this note:

Booms and busts do occur. Debt bubbles occur without government sponsored

cartels. What is different is the following:

1. Early failure. The non-central bank gold standard produces a small crash after 4-5

years of overextension. This is long before a gold debt boom made possible by a

central bank and government sponsored bank cartel would have fully developed.

---------------Trail Guide (TG):

How true! But this does not address the aspects of society control in our modern

world. We will not allow any system to contract after a 4-5 year overextention. Any

"small crash" today,,,,,, if using a gold standard,,,,,,would be countered with an

immediate devaluation of the currency (raise

the nation's, official price of gold) so as to allow the boom to continue. Outside of

that remedy ,,, and the loss of currency prestige it would entail,,,,,,, we would just

dump the gold system entirely.

Not my idea of sound operation, but it's what society does today.

-------------------2. The scale of debt. The natural dynamics of the free banking business is towards

caution. By disabling the market's tempering mechanism (it functions through the

specie money supply), the cartel can push debt to 15-20 years. The resulting scale of

debt would be some 8 fold larger, because the rollover game made possible by the

government cartel and the presence of a lender of last resort.

-------------TG:

In a natural dynamic what is the greater fear,,,,,losing your banking capital or losing

your banking franchise? There is no method of disabling a markets tempering

ambitions. We have not outlawed fear, greed, fraud or war and conflict with each

other. Today, if it's official, it's open for negotiations and rule changes.

-------------------3. The weeding out of weak business. Weak businesses are weeded out much earlier

than under a central bank regime.

----------------------TG:

As above, society today has a way of tolerating it's weeds and always says "oh, let's

help them out for a while ,,, it' only just these few weeds". Soon, the boom is on!

----------------



4. Who benefits. The key motive of a cartel is the elimination of competition by

means other than fair competition on the merits of the corporation. The best cartel

to have is that of banking. The bank cartel allows endless losses during the

establishment of the cartel, until the competition is destroyed. One familiar example

to the goldbugs is Barrick. Their growth through the use of

hedging was very rapid, much more so than any other gold company starting out at

their size in the mid 80s.

---------------TG:

I agree! But when you have a nation that loves "Las Vegas" and all that

represents,,,,,,, buys dot.com stocks and trades stock options,,,,,,they also enjoy the

soap operas of these cartels. Hell, they buy into them, no less! ORO, with this

mindset, no nation will tolerate the discipline of having gold as their official money.

Yes, it's my loss,, your loss,,,,,,all of our loss!

But,,,there is another way! And it will politically work because it builds on the desires

of this mind set, while offering an escape route. You are reading my posts, yes?

----------5. Who Pays. The failures of the centrally controlled bank system are swept under

the rug and reappear in the form of fresh loans coupled with monetization. In the

case of monetization, the "good" securities are purchased by the central bank,

adding to the monetary base. The additions to

the monetary base are leveraged through the bond markets and the banks into a

price rise that swindles the saver of the purchasing power of his funds.

-----------------TG:

Absolutely! But, remember, this is the same format we have been using for 20 years

now. Everyone shares the loss through currency inflation (not price inflation yet) as

they try to jockey for position. Yes, in the end (one that is coming soon) the entire

system fails and most everyone loses

totally (at least in dollar based assets). But return to gold? No they won't!

However, place gold in a format where everyone can watch it run,,,,,then they will

reach for it,,,, outside their fiat world. In doing so an ages old process begins that

will clean the dirty currency pipes without making laws to enforce it.

You are the best ORO! We will all hike this gold trail to the sea and see all we can

see.

Cavan Man and others, later!

Thanks,,,,, gone now Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Freegold

ORO, Journeyman, All,

I enjoy this conversation, and will continue right along your debate line. But, your

question,,,which way do you think they are going as far as mechanism (ref the

options



above)?,,,,,,,, it will be outlined on the Trails page. I will again be writing there as

FOA and this time things will be more in order. It needs to be because events do

seem to be proceeding faster now.

Note:

I think ABX brought their calls as a "position strategy" put in front of their "intended"

buying in of real gold to close some forward sales. They were going to make some

hay on any gold spike from their actions,,,,,,but later were shocked to find that no

official gold was forth coming! It seems that the Washington Agreement had larger

teeth than anyone expected. Even their "well connected" board could not open these

doors. So, they put a New York spin on the story! Is this a fact? We will know before

long!

Readers should follow the reality here, all forms of paper gold derivatives (gold

stocks included) are in good supply ,,,,,, bullion is not! The discount on coins does in

no way

present the true picture of the physical market.

It seems that Goldfields SA understood this well in front of everyone. They were the

first to buy gold at the BOE auction, close out their shorts (most of them) and even

held long paper gold. Progressive thinking one would expect from the best. (Yes, for

anyone here that remembers, I took a position in them in support of their actions

and burned the shares. Never to be sold. My wife may sell after I'm gone, no doubt

(smile))

Many other mines and Bullion Banks are now visibly caught in this transition and will

have to quickly

struggle for position before the next "rule changes" are implemented. No, I don't

know the what or when yet, but something is clearly in the works and the major

players are creating uneasy feelings that are spooking some people (including some

lesser mine leaders). The paper prices could easily swing wildly either way here.

Obviously, I expect some further curtailment of bullion supplies. However this could

be in the context of "buy side curtailment". We shall see.

My feelings are,,,, as always, the best way for one to participate in this is with

physical gold first in line, as the majority metal holding. If one is concerned about

privacy then stock registration is out and indeed, bar registration violates the same

,,,,, then the old country coins are the best.

Later (on Trails) I'll go back and discuss things like Why $280 was important,,, and

Why the intentions of oil including gold in their settle mix,,,,, and in general clear up

many lose ends.

So, now back to working on the debate!

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Freegold (debate)

OH,,,Ho,,Ho! A big welcome to Traveler!

What a great post. Picture me jumping into Traveler's corner,,,, standing behind and

pushing him forward. All the while saying "you tell em". Ha Ha. (no doubt he will

have me in a head-lock later)



Thanks for a good effort Traveler, I'll post later.

Trail Guide

The Traveler (02/16/00; 01:22:22MDT - Msg ID:25439)

The Perfect Monetary System - Installment One

Trail Guide



(2/16/2000; 16:14:06MDT - Msg ID:25476)



Freegold (debate)

Hello Journeyman:

Just read again your post of: Journeyman (02/15/00; 11:10:43MDT - Msg ID:25391)

Good post!

You write:

-----But a bank, especially a central bank, is part of the extended order, and as

Hayek suggests,

(TG note: I'm adjusting Hayek's quote to simplify)

" " " If we were to apply the unmodified, uncurbed, rules of the small band or troop,

or of, say, our families to our wider civilization,,,,,, as our instincts and sentimental

yearnings often make us wish to do, _we would destroy it_."

AND

" " " Yet if we were always to apply the rules of the extended order [Note: as

Journeyman would put it,,,,trade with those we don't know face-to-face ] to our

more intimate groupings, _we would crush them_." " "

AND

" " " So we must learn to live in two sorts of world at once. To apply the name

'society' to both, or even to either, is hardly of any use, and can be most misleading"

"

F. A. Hayek, _THE FATAL CONCEIT The Errors of Socialism_

Now Journeyman writes:

----------The bank treats us, not as part of their "small band or troop," but rather as

part of their "extended order" (and rightly so) when times are good ---- we'd better

pay up or there goes the ranch. But when they're in trouble, they want to be bailed

out, treated by us now as if they were

part of our small band or troop, or now that they're really big and might cause the

whole neighbourhood to burn, treated as "too big to fail."----------------Trail Guide:

Good point Journeyman! BUT (smile)?? It's always easy to place the failings of a

nation,,,,,, a company,,,,, a small group or even a families finances upon some

"other extended order". We read a lot about this in the general media (and on the

web), but I question just how much of this is in

moral reality.

When referring to how some large entity (big banks?) did them in,, people often

camouflage their own emotions by presenting only their side. What if the tables were

turned,,,,, and these "small band" victims were in this "extended order" driver's seat

themselves. We already know the answer as to how the majority would act. They

would fight for their "most profitable" best interest,,,,,,, right

or wrong! Sad, but true.



----It's a great life in this here great lands we call these United States" -- Mr. W.

Rogers--This is the "dirty little secret" that many of the most outspoken hide. And,,,, they

play out this hidden fact at the voting booth in a democracy. Yes, they "privately"

vote for anyone that will protect their "financial position" whether it's moral or not.

Then we "publicly" shout about how this "extended order" is doing us in ,,,, but, it's

exactly what "we" as a "small band" would do to them.

This is the reason I don't buy the "two worlds occupying one" in a democratic

society. The people in power are a reflection of us. Go to small-town anywhere in the

US and put "us" up there,,,, and "them" down here,,,,,, and nothing would change.

Yes, I know that's not true 100% of the time as there are some fine solid people out

there. But,, I bet at least 90% of the time. Yes?

This is why,,,,,, in my Freegold posts to ORO I use Society as a term to express the

financial drives of the whole. "We is them", my friends,,, my neighbours!

Further:

(note: to gain context of this please read his post)

You write:

-----The writing of IOUs, that is, lending, is unavoidable, and when done "correctly,"

is good. (There is "consumer debt," which except for rare instances is in the long run

inherently "bad," and "commercial debt" which is good or bad based, ultimately, on

whether or not it increases

productivity.) But how are you going to stop Uncle Joe from writing an IOU and using

his gold sovereign as collateral?-TG:

When gold is trading in a free physical market,, outside the currency perception,,

Uncle Joe can use his "Swiss 20 Franc Helvetia's" all he wants for collateral in a

currency loan. In this context gold is no different from any other item of wealth we

own. Be it a car, house, furniture or a

petroleum cracking unit in a "Texas City Texas refinery ,,,,,, we are borrowing the

fiat currency not the item of wealth.

As long as gold is "ideally" implicated as some form of "official money", modern

society will try to lend "it" (the gold) and borrow "it" (the gold). Then it becomes part

of the debt itself and is entangled in all kinds of ,,, "oh where am I going to get the

gold to pay off this loan",,,,, issues! This throws it right back into the arena of

"currency manipulations" by officials,,,,, all in an effort to maintain the economic

momentum. The very same thing we are into today.

Again, today gold still carries the baggage of past associations with "official currency

/ money schemes of yesterday year. As time has progressed, and our economy has

developed, each passing stage of using gold in the official money / currency mix has

become more convoluted. As I noted to ORO, it's a shame we cannot just use gold,,

outright,, but modern society has proven that it will never leave it alone.

We have evolved to a point where no one,,,, gold bankers, gold miners, politicians or

private savers even knows what the term "today's gold market" really means! We



have distorted the physical gold market to the point that the trading of "paper

contracts",,, that have virtually no call on real gold (ABX cash settle calls as

example??) price the supply and demand of real gold. All in an effort to keep the

dollar looking good. And do we blame them for doing it?

Think about it,,,, prior to the birth of another possible currency system (Euro),,,,,,

looking from 1990 backwards,,,, the amount of economic loss that would have been

associated with a dollar failure made the minor loss of killing the gold industry

look,,,,, well,,,, like nothing! Kind of like sending in your best troops to be mowed

down,,,,all to build time to assemble a full army.

Thanks for discussing Jman,,,,,,, I have more for Cman and ORO later.

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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FREEGOLD

Hello again ORO,

ORO (02/15/00; 16:45:38MDT - Msg ID:25407)

You write:

------The electronic systems will carry the day.----------Your Point------Eventually they will switch to a free gold banking system

Your Why-----because the fraud of the bank-government-Cabal's fiat money system leaches too

much from commerce, and now that electronic free markets have no barriers to

entry left, it is on the verge of total collapse. ------Whether the Cabal survives or not

turns on Cabal member's acceptance of the

reduced position left to them. ------So far, they have attempted to stretch their

current position as far as possible - and then some. They are taking what they can

out of the current structure and massively moving their holdings of old and new

economy corporations onto an unsuspecting public full of enthusiasm. A last effort at

one more fleecing of the flock.---------TG:

ORO, I have a hard time accepting the present currency system as a independent

Cabal. Even in the context of viewing it as some small part of US government

structure. Yes, they are a political block and their policies can be applied to them as

an acting whole (FOA's "Dollar / IMF

faction"??). But as a "extended order" type cabal, operating on their own? Consider

that every US citizen has a personal share in this structure that many of them have

voted for themselves. Just as in my post to Journeyman, we must accept that the

entire dollar reserve system has tied all of us to it's fate as much as we tied it to

ours. None of us had to go into debt, overspend or use a non- energy efficient

product structure. We as a people optioned for the most financial rewarding

lifestyles,,,,, not the most moral ones!

Trying to go back and pick the points of where the "Cabal" crossed a line of no return

,,,, that made us all "go with the flow" begs the question: "When did everyone stop



voting?" (smile)

You write:

------Trail Guide - you obviously understand the issues as they are, yet you claim

that there is a "society" willing to take upon themselves their own fleecing.------------TG:

No, we turned the cheek as we agreed to fleece each other for the good of the

system. All the while holding private emotions that somehow each of us could jockey

for financial position while the others were not looking! What else could explain the

insane rush into all forms of financial derivatives. No one is chasing this leverage for

nothing. The "Western Mission Statement" says that our dollar, free enterprise

system is the greatest,,,, let's keep it going,,,, but please let me make my million

before anyone "responsible" exposes it for what it is,,,,, and shuts it down!

---------Obviously, you include government and banking as part of this "society", --------- and point out that they had in the past, and still have the upper hand and will

be able to impose their fiat money on us for the foreseeable future.----------TG:

Too a degree, yes! I covered this in a post today to Journeyman. We are to a point

now where the governing powers cannot turn back. You, I and many here

understand the dangers,,,,and openly discuss it, but most do not and will not. If we

(from my end) have any purpose at all it's

not to stop this "irresistible force",,,, rather, to better light the trail before us. My

contention, as an American, it that our dollar fiat currency will continue through out

out lifetimes. In an substantially lower value and international use mode,,,,,,, but be

in existence never the less.

ORO, our entire society structure was built on this dollar and we will slowly slide with

it's inflationary fall. We will not just shift out of it,,, especially on a downhill run. Look

at many of the third world countries that still locally use their almost worthless

moneys, but use dollars in a parallel economic world. We will eventually do the

same. Read Travlers 2nd post here The Traveler

(1/28/2000; 1:30:27MDT - Msg ID:23712),,,,,'see the part under "Now for new

business -----" beautiful! It gives a good perspective.

You write:

------ You are arguing that the fiat system is unresponsive to the fact of its own

inefficiency reducing long term growth by an enormous margin - by half as far as I

can calculate the effect. Alternately, you are making the argument that the system

does not reduce efficiency but is

necessary for growth. ---------------- I know that the fiat system is not capable of

increasing the growth of output. It imposes a transfer of resources from producers to

government, banking, and related interests and reduces the resources available for

producers to further produce and for the global community to raise standards of

living. The fiat system is a negative sum game and the free economy is a positive

sum game. Their connection together produces less wealth than is possible without

fiat.--------------------TG:

We shift gears here and talk about the Euro system. We have to differentiate



between a brand new reserve fiat currency and an outgoing one that has been aged

from debt and it's constant attempted alignment with gold. Of course the Euro has

all the bad qualities you mention,,,,,, but so did the dollar at the beginning! Are we

comparing apples and oranges?///// No. Just as you posted earlier, the dollar was

never on a traditional gold system. And even during most of the time it was,,,,,,, the

world financial structure would not hold still.

Yet, the US economy did incredible things and did it using a constantly evolving

,,,,,,"in reality mostly fiat",,,, financial system. Yes, we robbed our citizens of

productive efforts (including gold) to do it,,, but "in much of our beginnings" ,,, as a

whole it worked well enough to give us a major world standard of living. The same

thing is going to somewhat happen in Europe. And their gold system may end up as

the best yet!

ALL:

My FREEGOLD discussion with ORO and others is not a change of venue for me.

Actually, I am laying the foundation for much of the discussion I will undertake on

the "Gold Trail". Here, as Trail Guide I am debating the issues as myself. As FOA I

will be offering the Thoughts and Reasoning of others.

Also SteveH,

I never did thank you for that wonderful work in your "Open Letter". All of us gained

insight from it.

Thanks for reading.

Trail Guide

The Traveler



(1/28/2000; 1:30:27MDT - Msg ID:23712)



…



Now for new business ----Steve Hickel's macro viewpoint by and large mirrors our profile (Yes, we predict that

the Euro, warts and all, will become in time the primary reserve currency. The

permutations of this eventual reality offer prepared capitalists many prosperous

opportunities). Naturally, most innocents will dismiss Mr. Hickel's viewpoint on a day

that the Euro fell 1% verses the US$ and by almost 20% YOY.

Less understood by many gleeful goldmeisters of the Americas and Japan is the

calamitous fallout from this eventual reality. Simply put, dollarized economies will go

the way of Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Indonesia and Russia to name but a recent few

as the world goes to the Euro and a free market in physical gold. Consider this basic

equation:

Now: US$ 300 = E$ 300 = 1 ounce AU = 15 barrels of crude = 1 man's new suit

Eventually, after the US$ devalues internationally and hyperinflates domestically in

order to find its intrinsic equilibrium (Read: true value), the equation will look much

like this:

Later: US$ 3,000 = E$ 300 = 1 ounce AU = 15 barrels of crude = 1 man's new suit

The US$ variable is largely controlled by foreigners who each will decide their



affection for the many US$ that they have endlessly accumulated for the goods and

services that their sweat has produced.

The equations state that holders of dollar paper claims (particularly creditors and

common shareholders) will become poorer as the US$ devalues internationally and

hyperinflates domestically while holders of E$, gold, crude or other hard assets will

experience no increase or decrease in their current purchasing power. In certain

circumstances, however, those prepared for this calamity will reap a significant

increase in their net worth. Read this again and give it more thought. Its a key to

understanding your financial future if you hold significant dollar denominated paper

claims.

More specifically, suppose I owe the holder of my residential mortgage US$300,000

(or the equivalent Now of 1,000 ounces of AU or 15,000 BO). If I bought 100 ounces

of physical AU Now, I could Later sell my AU at $3,000 per ounce and payoff my

mortgage. I am ahead (for I received a $300,000 house for $30,000 in gold) while

my creditor is behind for it received in full satisfaction of my mortgage 10% of the

purchasing power that it originally lent to me. Thanks to the US Supreme Court for

supporting FDR's fraud by striking the "gold clause" from debt instruments in its

decision dated 2-18-35 (294 U.S. 240, 55 S.Ct.407). This only works if you have a

fixed rate mortgage or a floating interest rate with a contractual or statutory ceiling.

Similarly, my oil well will payoff my mortgage Later with only 1,500 BO. The next 15

BO will still buy just one man's suit.

Aggregate this to the many mortgages and other loans held by banks, insurance

companies, GE Credit, Ford Credit, your money market fund and the like. As a result

of outright defaults (I need my all of my salary to buy food - a sirloin steak Later will

cost $100 per pound) and payoffs by the prepared, their capital ratios will evaporate

and many will go insolvent. This means that the common shares held in your IRA,

401(k), pension plan and so forth are now nearly worthless.

As a holder of paper claims (CDs, bonds, annuities) against these financial

intermediaries, you will receive 100% of your principal back (in the best case) but it

will have 10% of its former purchasing power. Yet a suit now costs $3,000 not $300.

Thus begins the death spiral of the dollarized economies.

My last comment for this post considers the impact on gold mining shares as the

Euro gains acceptance and physical gold trades as settlement alternative in a free

market. FOA has essentially stated that these unique organizations will experience a

unique set of adjustment problems (nationalization, confiscation of their production

two name but two). Thus they will not be fruitful investments. While I agree with

their share value at the end, I differ somewhat in their value while in the process of

getting to the end.

We believe that as gold triples from US$300 to US$ 900 on its way to (pick your

number), unhedged gold producers - not exploration companies - which have fixed

rates or capped rates of interest on their mine loans will experience a 10 fold or

better increase in their share prices. However, Later the share prices will sink below

their price Now due to government theft. Holders of such shares could also payoff

their mortgage or other secured debt for a fraction of the purchasing power originally

received if they sold soon enough.



I am exhausted as I am certain you are if you made it this far. Thanks for your

indulgence. Perhaps I will post again soon.

Best regards to all.

Trail Guide
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(No Subject)

Hello Henri,

I printed that one ! So should everyone else(hopefully there will be more of those to

come?). Henri (02/16/00; 20:55:20MDT - Msg ID:25487)

Now if we can just get Traveler to continue.

Thank You, sir Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Freegold

-----Elwood (02/16/00; 21:44:19MDT-MsgID:25492) Feegold--and

--Elwood (02/16/00; 22:52:18MDT - Msg ID:25495)-------Hello Elwood,

You write:

----- During the few times in history in which man has chosen this path, great

leaders have arose to lead them there and thence out again once the danger has

passed. Wherefore are such leaders today? Are the spirits of Jefferson and Jackson

truly dead?---------------(and)--Was

Freeman Tilden truly correct when he wrote the following in his book, "A World in

Debt"? "Nothing, has been more amply demonstrated during the past three thousand

years than this: that the great majority of men do not esteem, or understand, or

even desire personal liberty. What they value is the semblance of liberty

accompanied by indulgence."----TG:

Oh boy, Tilden said it right,,,,, "semblance of liberty accompanied by indulgence"!

This very aspect of modern life is clearly visible in our money systems today,,, and

will most likely be the norm for some time.

It's one of the reasons I brought up Freegold,,,,,, so we can all air our feelings and

perceptions about money and life,,,,,, past and present. I submit that most goldbugs

are not preparing themselves for the trail ahead. "Reality",,,, in today's context is

that the world is going to use a fiat

system for the foreseeable future,,,,, come what may.

If we can understand the impact a currencies "timeline" has on it's value, we can

position ourselves to dodge "at least" the "worst effects" of that speeding truck you

speak of.

You write:

------Haven't you, yourself, argued that our entire standard of living is but an illusion

based on that robbery of others?---



Yes,,,, AND eventually??,,,,, or perhaps most likely??,,,, the fiat Euro will also create

the same illusion of wealth that the dollar has given today. But, the size,,,,,,

scope,,,, perception of that wealth illusion is most evident at the end time of a

currencies life,,,,,, not the beginning.

This is one of the reasons my friends question the over dependence,,,,,, the over

positioning of ones wealth in dollar based wealth and gold derivatives for this

transition. For myself, it amasses me what a difference there is from Western

perceptions and much of the rest of the world. In America, for instance,,,, investors

know little about the true need for "real gold" and put perhaps

10% into it at best. And even little of that position is real metal. Major private

players elsewhere consider 30% a good mark for our present time. It used to be

90% (talking about the hard money portion of ones overall wealth) of our (American

view) metal holdings was in derivatives with 10% in metal. In the 70s that meant

gold futures and mining stocks as the paper portion and 7% silver, 2% gold and 1%

other as hard metal. Today, many do the same thing and also "trade" extensively,

thinking it's the way to catch up. What they do not realize is that the mechanics of

the entire "gold market" as we know, it has changed dramatically. The risk today is

that the whole gold market place,,, and all the equity structure that depends on

it,,,,,, will fail and shut down as the dollar reserve currency system suffers the first

(and largest portion) phases of it's long term

downward drift.

In ground reserves (ore),,,,, future delivery against contract gold,,,,, cash delivery

against contract gold and it's implied later purchase of gold on the open market,,,,,,

will all be discounted heavily in a mad scramble to exit dollar assets.

This recent paper evolution of our gold market is the natural, end result of an old

dollar / gold relationship being mutated in an effort to prop up and extend our dollar

system. Once this strategy was / is abandoned, it will collapse with and before the

dollar,,,,,, and in doing so "take out" the perceived "equity in almost every gold

derivative asset.

This is the reason why many major private gold investors today believe physical gold

will far outrun all of it's modern contemporaries,,,,,, and do so by a huge amount. As

such we (that's me too) now place 95% (again this is the hard asset portion of their

overall wealth) of their hard

money in physical "gold" only! I not only expect gold to keep up with any

hyperinflation of the dollar,,,,, but out- pace even that ,,,,,, by a large amount!

This position was promoted and considered very radical only a few years ago. Today,

many are reconsidering it. Again, on the Trail I'll build quite a foundation to support

this view.

Thanks Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Just nuts!

http://www.siliconinvestor.com/insight/contrarian/

Hello Farfel,

I bet this tops your story:

From Bill Fleckenstein's site ----------



In the mania chronicles... A reader who is a rep for a discount broker in Toronto sent

in the following:

"A couple of crazy calls today reminded me of how ridiculous everyone has become.

"One client asked me for a quote, giving me the symbol of the stock. He then asked

me to check his account to remind him how many shares he owned. I didn't

recognize the symbol and asked him the name of the stock (I can get it from the

quote screen but it takes a couple of extra steps). He

replied that he didn't know the name of the stock, only the symbol.

Remember, he already owned the stock. Next we went on to another quote. This

time he asked me if I could tell him what that company did. I checked a couple of

news releases and told him it sounded like they were involved in faxes over the

Internet. That was all he needed to hear, and he bought 100 shares at market.

"Another call today was from a client who wanted to buy some "aec.wt". I set up the

buy and started to repeat it back to him before releasing it. I read the full name including the word `warrants' - and then asked him if he was sure it was the

warrants he wanted and not the actual trust units. I could tell he didn't know what I

was talking about, so I explained to him what the warrants were. They were basically

worthless and due to expire in March. At least he caught on quick and decided he

didn't want them after all. I was

almost encouraged, but then he just went and bought some other penny crap. Oh

well."

Trail Guide
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On The Gold Trail! Go get em John!

http://www.tocqueville.com/brainstorms/brainstorm0057.shtml

----------------The LBMA(London Bullion Market Association) recently reported a 22%

decline in physical trading activity for the first month of this year. The average value

of gold transfers fell to $6.3 billion from $8.1 billion in december. If this acute

decline in physical trading volume continues, it is not hard to imagine the wheels

coming off of the bullion dealer's machine.----------------Also:

--------A short squeeze caused by a contraction of credit among and for the gold

intermediaries, the bullion dealers, is on the horizon. -----------Also:

---------Still, each new rise in the price of gold is being

greeted with cries from the bearish camp that physical

demand is falling away. But the bullish case for gold calls

for the crowding out of physical buyers by short covering

and investment buyers.--------------Also:

-----Gold is a currency, a monetary reserve asset and a credit instrument in the way

it has been utilized by bullion dealers.------------------



Also

-------Apocalyptic expectations are unnecessary to project a dollar gold price that

includes four digits. It will only require the inevitable unwinding of bearish producer

and dealer hedge structures amidst a change of market perceptions on the

desirability of financial assets.

John Hathaway

Trail Guide
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(No Subject)

http://www.usagold.com/halldiscussion.html

TownCrier,

Thanks for the "Hall Discussion" page. I can now see where lot's of clarification and

more discussion is in order.

http://www.usagold.com/halldiscussion.html

Aristotle,

Bet you knew what I meant in:

Trail Guide(02/11/00) - Msg ID:24996)--- The Gold Trails

-----Thank you Aristotle! A fine work that's worth a long study, my friend. Aristotle,

your five part series is ????trechantly???? ritten and offers readers a glimpse into a

future that must be. Will be!--------Hope you did understand it,,, because I didn't! (smile)

Should be -- trenchantly --- vigorously effective and articulate,,,,, sharply

perceptive!

In the future ,,,, as I have always done in the past ,,,,, will try harder to use as few

"extra descriptive" words as possible. It's bad enough for us to read between the

lines of thought,,, and fill in (in our minds) the simple bad word use and misspelling

(we all offer),,,,,,, but fast typing descriptive terms wrong ,,,,,, just kills the whole

presentation completely. No?

Formal papers are given a good going over,,,,, several times before print. Here, in

this convention hall,,,, we not only say what we think,,, we are also saying what we

are feeling about the subject as well. Same as if we were in person.

(ha! Ha!) Reading and listening here is no different from my talking to a large group.

Going back,,,,, hearing some of my tape recordings of the past ,,,,,, often think "I

can't believe anyone actually understood what I said" (smile). But, all in all,,,,, most

do,,, I do also ,,,,,, human dynamics in action.

I have stopped all new projects and will be writing a lot,,, fairly soon. Next post

coming up.

Trail Guide
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Freegold

http://www.the-privateer.com/gold6.html#latest



Boy,,,,, the privateer is now hitting right on some of the discussion we have been

having here. See his whole post,,, good site.

His words:

----------And Gold's history as a tradable financial asset only really goes back to the

"floating" of world currencies in early 1973. -------------TG:

As the whole gold / currency entanglement threatened our economy and began to

come unglued,,,,, they just did what we have been talking about. Instead of setting

gold free to trade as a physical asset alone, it was turned into a "financial asset".

This exposed it to all the lending,

borrowing and derivative entanglements.

Most every thinker from that time to present uses that period to mark the beginning

of Freegold trading,,,, what really happened was far from this. Gold never did

become freely traded in the perceived context of just buying and selling gold alone.

In parallel to the physical market a

paper market grew that eventually set the price for buying and selling Freegold,,,

physical gold. In this respect, gold never did detach from the currency markets.

Official policy could still be used to control it's price, therefore making the dollar look

good,,, and extend it's life. Yes, one could buy gold, but it's price was marked to the

fiat currencies no different than when it was part of the money system. The only

difference was that the private market makers provided the hardware (various paper

gold derivatives) while the Official markets provided the software (keeping gold

lending rates well below currency market rates with the use of small actual sales and

"grey" guarantees to supply if needed). In addition this played on the publics

("society") perversion to sell their "hard" , fully paid for" gold holdings and hold the

newly offered "soft" (leveraged with less cash on deposit) paper gold. As such the

"gap" (physical deficit) has been filled from old private holdings. Holdings that are /

were much larger than the CB stash. This supply fact is largely backed up by looking

at the gold holdings of "ALL" Central Banks over the last ten+ years. The actual

average amount of CB gold hitting the market was never enough to cover the deficit.

Not even close. Mostly, other CBs (and large entities) brought the offered gold.

This is the period that low gold prices were,,,, allowing some entities a recycle their

dollars back into gold without impacting the price. Some used the paper gold

function while others used actual hard gold buys. Oil is good example. In return for

the worlds "official policy" oil production was kept high and prices low. Even in the

face of a demographic growth in oil use that should have driven prices much higher.

In reality, these low prices were backing the dollar reserve system with cheap oil,,,,

settled in dollars only.

Cheap gold,,,, cheap oil and World CB support has been used to maintain and extend

the dollar reserve system until another currency was available. Today, one is. It's no

accident that one year after the Euro was born:

,,,,,,,We find oil prices steadily rising to match it's true economic relationship to

world economic growth and use.

,,,,,,,We find the Euro becomming more and more of a financing preference.



,,,,,, We find oil production unresponsive to US demands. Even hinting to cut

supplies further!

,,,,,,,We find this modern two tier gold marketplace,,,,,,, built from the mid

seventies,,,,,, being abandoned ,,,as it's useful purpose to support the dollar is no

longer needed. The Washington Agreement will be seen as only the first of many

changes.

,,,,,,,We find the dollar driven into a more overvalued position as world dollar use

and therefore liquidity begins to dry up. Prompting the US Fed to pump the money

supply in an effort to replace international dollar reserves. We have but to look at

Japan and it's Yen to see a similar situation. Here a nations currency is constantly

driven upwards,,,,, not from the value of economic function

,,,, rather from financial destruction. Even now the BOE takes steps that may lead to

major (hyper?) inflation. Our fate acted out on a much smaller scale? Is this the

reason Another said that the dollar would rise first,,,, before it's end, and gold's

beginning?

,,,,,,,,We hear talk in Euroland (German citizens) that it's not that their Euro and

gold have fallen,,,, rather it's that the dollar has created a US financial bubble similar

to Japan in the late 80s,,,, and this crisis is driving the dollar and it's financial sector

into a mania. Perhaps an hyper mania?

Also from the Privateer:

-----------Gold has always been a great boon to the world's economic prosperity. And

for that precise reason, it has always been a great threat to government created and

administered financial systems. --------------TG:

To date, if physical gold supply is further curtailed,,,,,,if physical gold demand

rises,,,,,, it's price will do so independant of the paper marketplace. This will destroy

the modern dollar supporting two tier gold market. A market created to extend the

system, not maintain it indefinitely.

In addition I add that governments can,,, have,,, and do use gold to their best

interest if the strategy is to unseat an established but failing money system. We shall

see.

Also:

-----It is an "asset class" (like stocks, bonds, and "cash") but it cannot be controlled.

-----------TG:

The "true value" of physical gold alone could never be controlled. If,,,,physical gold,

trading as Freegold can again act as it did in the very beginning. It will perform it's

wondrefull function outside the official money arena,,,, it becomes what it really

is,,,,,, an "asset class" as wealth money. A wealth asset,,,,, not an unworkable

financial asset.



Also:

-----What has and is being controlled are Gold DERIVATIVES. And as long as the

demand for physical Gold can be met, the price can be controlled by the use of these

derivatives. ------Also:

----Since 1980, the demand for PHYSICAL Gold has never got out of hand, and the

use ofderivatives to control the price has been developed to its present level. -----------TG:

Something the world is "on the road" to changing today.

Also:

------The problem now is that unlike most other financial derivatives, which can be

"settled" merely by the issuance of more debt paper or, in a final extremity, by the

printing of actual currency, Gold derivatives rest on PHYSICAL Gold, which is in finite

supply.--------------TG:

Truly the weak link in dollar support that Euroland will break.

Walking the gold Trail!

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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(No Subject)

Cavan Man,

Not too many logs my friend(smile), I have to leave. Last post for today.

Hello Aristotle,

You are right about Ted Butler. I truly thing he and many other traders are a

generation that grew up thinking that paper trading of all kinds is equal to the real

thing. Yet, look around us,,,,, in reality our whole economic structure is always in the

courts fighting over contract clauses someone could not make good on. Rents,

leases, buy outs! Even on time delivery of new aircraft often defaults! Just because

it's in writing,,,, guaranteed,,,,,, and has good counter party support doesn't mean a

contract is the same as "in my hand"! Contracts are just agreements between two

parties and mean nothing until concluded.

Far too many players take paper gold as a sure thing. They lost the perception that

these items are just a bet on the price change performance, not delivery

performance. It was barely real in the beginning and has lost even that early

perception now,,,, by a factor of 1,000%. Still, we read of how it's all illegal and

"they" are doing us in! Yet, I can place $2,000 down and create a contract for



delivery ,,,,,, and that could be all the wealth I have ,,,, period. What's illegal about

that?

We usually hear these arguments in court when somebody is losing big. They try

their best to match a moral concept against a legal concept and hope the jury is out

to lunch (smile). It's the same in Las Vegas,,,,,,, a guy loses big,,,,,, then tries to tell

the jury that the house should have stopped him,,,,,, because he didn't know the

house rules were established against him winning!

The real answer to all of this is,,,,, "boy don't play these games in their house, if you

don't want to lose". Yet, people still gamble the futures and options in gold and get

mad when they find out that the rules were always against them. Ha! Ha!,,,, they

never cry a moral story when they are

winning???

Same thing today for the gold mine stock holders. How many would have said a

word if the paper gold markets were manipulated in their favour??????? Not a word I

bet! Yet, still illegal, no?

ALL: They tell this tail for their own advantage. Gold can't rise that much so use

leverage ,,,,,, Gold can't rise that much so buy silver ,,,,, Gold can't rise that much

so buy gold stocks. Then gold falls,,, they lose over and over from trading in and out

and cry it's all illegal ,,,,,, we pack physical in and wait for the world to swing our

way and pray for more of this illegal stuff to keep the price down!

Next play ,,,,, gold spikes way up ,,,, crashes the entire paper marketplace ,,,,,,

destroying the finances of most mines and players in the process ,,,,,, same cries

again ,,,,,,, it's all illegal ,,,,, they forced it too high!!!!! It will never end!

As Another said "Out bet? They can never cover. Because we play "our" game in

"their" house"

Also: Aristotle ,,,,, you write, 'I hope I didn't undermine any natural progression of

ideas you had planned by tossing this out on the Table too early"

I saw some while back that you had caught on to what was happening. Funny, there

is but a very small group, world-wide, that are working on this. I guess thoughts

travel through space and time?

Go for it my friend.

Thanks Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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Welcome

ThePrivateer (02/19/00; 22:42:09MDT - Msg ID:25681)

Checking In

Hello Privateer and Welcome!

It seems that a good number of people use your work to argue the "gold game"

(often against me). They often send me parts of your thoughts as evidence. After

visiting your site (for some time) I can see why,,,,, you have also been following the

politics of gold from way, way back, no? You are not alone, I think Michael Kosares



was following it from the 2nd day of his birth (big smile)

I present your position, mostly in agreement,,, but add that it is one of many parts

of the gold trail we all now walk. If I may, I will post some of your work (with link) in

the future?

I did check my recent item and it did include your link. (I got a little nervous and had

to check. Thought I put it in, and did.) (smile)

thanks for posting

Trail Guide

Trail Guide
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(No Subject)

Hello canamami,

You write in your: canamami (02/19/00; 11:37:37MDT - Msg ID:25664)------------------The debate concerning the morality of CB gold sales and leasing turns on

whether the CB's should convert what I'll call "currency gold" (accumulated when

currencies and gold were more intertwined than they currently are, and often the

product of expropriation or other governmental

coercion) into what I'll call "multi-use gold" - i.e., commodity and jewelry use, and

private savings not denominated in currency terms.---------------------I believe it is improper for CB's to convert "currency gold" into "multi-use gold".

First, this gold represents in a concrete form the accumulated savings of those who

created wealth at a time when gold and currencies were intertwined, and thus

dumping it on the market for "multi-use" purposes is a method of frittering away

past savings. Second, an industry has arisen (i.e., gold mining) based on the

premise that the CB's won't place this gold on the "multi-use" market. Therefore, CB

gold sales serve to wrongfully destroy the gold mining industry.------------TG,

It seems to me that much of the whole argument on gold swings on whether the CBs

are indeed dumping gold in the traditional sense,,,, that is, actually selling it into the

industrial marketplace. This is much of the real thrust of everyone's discussion. I

think it leaves out most of the picture and shrinks our ability to understand what is

happening.

If one looks at the world through a long pipe we only see a small amount. It's called

a narrow view. Gold thinking has today forever changed as Western people now

think they are more educated,,, sophisticated and only need to see what is right in

front of them. Put the pipe down and it's amazing what's out there.

Well, it all started many years ago when most investors had never even heard of

"forward sales". We all received a good education given by the mining and brokerage

industry as to how one should invest in gold,,,, and from this position it's no wonder

the price of physical gold is now so easy to control.

The modern gold industry could be compared to a hypothetical "shoe" industry,,,,,

like this:



------Every family was taught that there was much more leverage (and profit) from

putting the families finances into buying the shares of companies that make shoes. It

seemed that almost everyone would have to buy shoes at one time or another and

this demand would certainly drive

shoe prices sky high. In time, thought has indeed evolved. Today our logic dictated

as a must that it was even far better for one to buy shoe mining companies than

owning the shoes themselves. Slowly, over many years,,,, families held less and less

pairs of shoes and more and more company

stocks. Logic moved further until,,,,, they lowered their shoe buying until each family

shared only one pair, but owned a bunch of shoe co. stocks. In addition,,,,

"indirectly, through third parties" ,,, they owned contracts for the delivery of real

shoes. Indeed, this was smarter because their money was invested for a higher

return in other areas,,,, and they could always exercise their contracts for more

shoes if needed. Especially if "changing times" required the ownership of more than

one pair per family.

The future as my evidence for today:

(A). As time and events later proved,,,, things were not as everyone thought. Later

in this cycle, it turned out that many of the shoes everyone had contracts for,,,,,,

were mostly the product of other families selling their excess shoe holdings. Not the

governments selling so much themselves. Worse yet, those shoes had multiple

contracts written on them so as to make the delivery impossible. To

cover all those contracts, shoe brokers and companies had gone into OTC and

futures exchanges to buy "financial" hedges for shoe delivery. In a twist of logic,

even though those hedges could only be settled in cash, these contract buyers

figured that at least their "financial book" would be

covered if a shoe default occurred. But this did nothing for all the families that didn't

read the small print that said shoe delivery contracts would "through national

emergency" or perhaps "security exchange rules",,,,,, also be settled in cash under

adverse conditions. Well,,,, most of these very sharp investors accepted even these

conditions. They figured that with even a cash settlement, and well before national

rule changes,,,, they could pay their taxes on the profits and still buy the shoes in an

open market. And using the same logic that placed them in this position,,,,, figured

they would buy even more shoes because their cashed in paper leverage gave them

more money! Now, after the fact it didn't work out that way. Shoe prices ran ten

times faster in the middle of the default settlements,,, so even with some players

making 1,000% in cash,,,, shoes were nowhere to be found. If they were found,

these cash profits brought even less pairs than if they had put the origional money in

them in the first place

(B). Further,,,,, time later revealed that in the late 90s demand for shoes had indeed

"skyrocketed", world-wide. Fortunately, many of the people in the Western nations of

the world had "brought into" this logic of having only a few pairs of shoes per family

and holding their other "shoe wealth" in other paper forms. Some in Dow stocks,,,,

some in shoe stocks,,,,, some in shoe contracts,,,, some in shoe derivatives and

other options. This effect diverted much of the real shoe demand by spreading out

the buying into paper form. It allowed many existing shoes to be diverted overseas

where people wanted to get rid of extra dollars and indeed, hold real shoes as their

families wealth. Now, after the fact,, we know that the real demand figures from

Shoefield

services were completely skewered because they only counted real shoes shipped,,,,

not the paper shoes purchased!



(C). Further,,,,,, events later proved that the Central Banks really knew the value of

shoes to the world after all. Even during this period, records later proved that the CB

mostly sold shoes to each other,,,, with only a small amount (relative to demand)

flowing into the real markets. It seemed that they really only rented a very small

amount of shoes (relative to demand) to keep the rates down. Perhaps it was the

power of suggestion?

All this was in an effort to keep world demand from destroying the "Whole

Marketplace" for shoes. This policy was helped enormously as most of the Dollar /

IMF banks were more than willing to supply "this paper shoe marketplace they had

created earlier",,,,,,,, with paper shoe

commitments because of the profits this created. The CBs saw that "Western

investors" would satisfy most of the real demand through their willingness to hold

paper shoes,,,,,, and indeed, if shoe prices stayed low,,,, these same investors did

indeed,,,, gladly sell their "old shoe bar

holdings" into the huge world demand. Further helping to keep the shoe prices low.

All in a effort to give some foreign dollars an illusion of shoe buying power. The rest

of the other dollar world,,,, that understood the message being sent by the CBs,,,,,

traded their fiat for shoes,,,, over time,,, as able. Now, after the fact,,, they were

right. The gold ,,, err err shoes, that is,,,,, they purchased and held in physical shoe

friendly government hands more than offset the value lost as the world gold

market fell apart,,,,, taking the dollar with it.

Indeed, it's strange to see that today (year 200?) after the fact,,,,,,, the dollar is still

trading,,,,, and still the main currency of the US and a losing holding for many other

dollar tied countries. Now, with oil, shoes, goods and services still being sold to them

in dollars we now know that talk of dollars being phased out was all wrong! The only

thing that changed was dollar asset values and an realignment of world trading

structure as it applied to using currency reserves.

Today, most all products brought and sold in dollars are either done in Euros first

then changed to dollars,,,, or indexed to the new world Freegold market price. Of

course price inflation has virtually destroyed a major portion of the US economic

structure,,,,,, rendering it unable to

compete very well world-wide. Indeed, whatever price advantage dollar depreciation

gives them, it's completely lost because inflation continues to make production

profits non-existent. Slowly, they are using up all their gold reserves in an effort to

prop up local industry with profit supports. Still, in time US manufacturing

infrastructure will become only a shadow of past glory days.

(D). But time stops for no one,,,, and the shoe market had indeed evolved further. ----- As in all things, greed got the better of the "World gold marketplace" as the ones

(banks) that made the market went hog wild creating paper gold for their clients. It

seems they entangled every financial facet of the industry into this operation. It

eventually became impossible to function outside this new

creation. When the end came, most everyone had had some exposure to the vitality

of this paper gold market. When the two tiered marketplace finally failed, it took

almost,,,,, "ALMOST" everyone in the industry with it.

What started as an official "grey" policy to keep gold prices low,,,,, had mushroomed

into a "we cannot turn back situation"! When it's existence became in the "national

interest" of the US (dollar / IMF) we now understand,,,,, because it's failure did
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